us.

. NEXUS _has been around since 1965 when It wN
flr8t hand-cranked off • mimeograph machine. It
ftelltually evolved Into the digest format, which
loo~ed prestigious and achoJarly, and then to the
fu11:.a1zect allck mag format. In that format NEXUS pre
Nnled aome very handsome cover art and other
graphlca. But we always felt that there was something
Incongruent, llke artfflclal flowers or co ffee table art
Jn the sllck format. Our own tastes and talents ru~
toward t he earthy and home-grown, and so we de
cided that the tabloid format would be more suitable
for what we have to present.
Even t hough NEXUS has survived for eleven years
which Is a long time compared to the lifespan of most
little magazines, It Is no better known now than it waa
when It started. Much to the dismay of the magazine's
offlctal publishers, the administration of Wright State
University, NEXUS has never broke even. And much
to the dismay of the students who wrote and edited the
magazine, It was never very widely read. The neces
sity of selling the magazlnet of course, was the
biggest reason why Its clrculatlon was limited. Creat
ing NEXUS, not selling It, was the main concern of its
writers and ed itors. Had they cared much about effec
tive marketing or making money, they would surely
have turned to dealing In something of wider appeal.
This, too, contributed to our decision to change to
tabloid, which is a cheap enough format that we can
POW give the magazine away-free.
In calling NEXUS a little magazine, we don't meari
simply that Its size Is small or that Its circulation Is
low. As a little magazine, It is part of a ·1ong, proud
tradition In publishing that offers an alternative to
commercial publishing. A little magazine Is more per' net much len formal, than most commercial
p~bll•hlng ventures. ·lta emphasis la not making
money, but providing a-forum for local writers and
artists. Aa commercial publishing becomes increa1lngly more. stylized and competitive, the llttle
magazine wlH also become a more Important forum for
new Ide•• and lndlvldual ·expreaslon.
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NEXUS Is a student publlcatton of Wright State Uni
versity. It is published three times during the
academic year: Fall, Winter, and Spring.
NEXUS is now distributed free of charge at Wright
State University and In the surrounding community.
Coples are available In the NEXUS office in room 006
In the basement of WSU's University Center, as well as
other sites on· campus. NEXUS can be obtained by
mail by sending a self-addressed, stamped manila
envelope to: NEXUS, Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio, 4 5 4 3 5 .
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ASST. EDITOR BAMBI BARTH
ART EDITOR BOB RECK
FACULTY ADVISOR WILLIAM D. BAKER
Unsolicited poetry and fiction manuscripts are wel
come. They cannot be returned by mall, however, un
less accompanied by a seH-addresaed. stamped en
velope. Articles, columns, arid reviews by assignment
only. H you are Interested, write NEXUS or call 1-513-

873-2782.
NEXUS Is available to any Httle magazine or small
press on an exchange basis.
@NEXUS 1 9 7 7-AII rights revart to authors upon pub
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by Richard Freeman

INTRODUCTION
The notes that follow came from a seminar (I'm
trying to work out a way of not saying " a class I
gave" or "a course I taught" -because that isn't
true) on the Philosophy of Literature.
The notes have almost nothing to do with what
went on in the seminar. From reading them, it
would seem to have been a very solemn and
thoughtful gathering listening to me orate. Actu
ally, it was a loud and happy group. Bill Fletcher,
Bob Rushton, Joe Murray, Elizabeth Francis,
Susan Boyce, William Harness, Mary Duff, May
Gray, and I met once a week, for four hours or so,
and talked, ate cheese (I ate at least half a pound
of cheese an evening myself, to keep my low
blood sugar under control), and listened to each
other. I spent most of my time listening (I've just
talked with Joe Murray and Mary Duff and they
said I talked much more than I thought I had-but
if they knew how much I can talk they'd realize
how restrained I was). There was a lot worth lis
'tening to.
So-how do we have these notes? Bob
Rushton taped the sessions (I was unaware of
this) and later made notes of what I'd said-and
then erased the tape for use during the next ses
sion. When the seminar was over, he showed me
the notes, because he thought that some of the
things I'd said had been interesting.
I think I understand most of what's in these
notes, though it's difficult for me to follow them
sometimes without a lot of thought. I finq that my
mind often jumps from point A to point D, leaving
out B and C-and this is to be plainly seen in
these notes. I have tried to fill them in as best I
could-but there are still gaps. Perhaps those of
you who read them will be able to help me under
stand what I meant by what I was saying. Thus, if
there are parts that are unclear, it is most likely to
be my fault. Like our late president, I never made
myself perfectly clear.
These notes would never have been published
without the help of the members of the
seminar-they read them over and added to
them from their memories. The final version was
read by Ann Guthrie, Harriet Guthrie, Luisa Owen
and libbY. Doherty-Luisa proofread the German
and Ann the English--Lynton Appleberry set it in
type and also proofread it.
All of this was paid tor by gifts of money from
Sharron Freeman , Steve Alloy, Izzy Feldman ,
Judy Freeman , Gladys Freeman , Robert
Freeman, Libby Doherty, Peter Doherty, Ann
Guthrie, Harriet Guthrie, Bill Guthrie, and Jim Sul
livan.
If any readers want to comment, I'd appreciate
it-my address is 117-B Glen St., Yellow Springs,
Ohio 45387.
Copyright 1976, Richard Freeman

So wenig er auch bestimmt sein mag, andere
zu belehren. so wunscht er doch sich denen mit
zuteilen, die er sich gle1chgesinnt weiss oder
hofft, deren Anzahl aber in der Breite der Welt
zerstreut 1st: er wunscht sein Verhaltniss zu a1tes
ten Freunden dadurch wieder anzuknupfen, mit
neuen es fortzusetzen, und in der letzten Genera
tion sich Wieder andere fur seine ubrig e
Lebenszeit zu gewinnen. Er wi.inscht der Jugend
die Umwege zu ersparen, auf denen er sich
selbst verirrte.
Little call as he may have to instruct others, he
wishes nevertheless to open out his heart to such
as he either knows or hopes to be of like mind
with himself, but who are widely scattered in the
world: he wishes to knit anew his connexions with
his oldest friends , to continue those recently
formed, and to win other friends among the rising
generation for the remaining course of his life. He
wishes to spare the young those circuitous paths,
on which he himself had lost his way.
(Quote from Goethe, translated and used by
Coleridge to begin his Biographia Uteraria .)

1. For some reason , this class is listed as
Philosophy of Literature-well, it isn't and I hope
you aren't here under a misapprehension.
2 . Philosophy of Lit erature sounds rather
nauseating to me- though it's possible I don't
know what it means. Is there such a subject?
Perhaps if I knew what it was. it'd sound better.
3 . I certainly don't know much philosophy and I
couldn't tie in what I do know to literature as I
don't know how to go about that.
4 . So that's what this course isn't-we'll spe11d
the rest of this meeting trying to find out what it is.
5 . When I was asked to teach this course, I
tried to get out by saying I knew nothing about
teaching-that's a lie-actually, I don't like to
teach.
6. But I was told I was free to teach however I
wanted-and that was the agreement.
7. So-the way I want is- not to teach at all.
8 . You'll have to accept that-I can't give you
any other choice because this concerns me.
9 . I'm not a very responsible person , you see.
10. I won't teach because I have nothing to
teach.
11 . I will talk sometimes- there are things that
interest me and that I like to talk about.
12. I hope you will talk about things that interest
you.
13. If you don't understand what this course is
about, don't worry. Neithe, do I. I don't think it's
about anything.
14. Since the course is about nothing, there will
be no grades as there is nothing to grade you on.
15. I won't even ask you to grade yourselves.
16. Frankly, I'm not interested in grades-but
then there are a lot of things I'm not interested in.
17. I'm not interested, for example, in whether
you learn anything.
18. It's assumed you're here to learn things. I
realize that- but as I have nothing to teach, I
can't imagine what you'd learn from me.
19. You'll learn something, obviously-you're
not dead yet-and I'll learn from you-

20: But I'm not concerned about what I'm learn
ing from you-or rather. worried that I'm not learn
ing something-and you shouldn't be worried
either. Though I know you will worry for awhile:
but you'll get over 1t.
21. So. I don't expect anything from you. What
ever you want to give of yourselves 1s fine I won't
stop you from anything.
22. But I don't want you to stop me either.
23 What I'm trying to get at here is-how are
we to treat each other?
24 . Or rather. I know how I'm going to treat you
and I want you to treat me the same.
25. I'm forc ing you he re- there will be no
democratic vote .
26. Some of you might find this unpleasant.
27. Any kind of education that is unpleasant is
not going to be very helpful. Though I realize
there are peop le who believe the only way to
learn is through pain and unpleasantness- these
types are in a dilemma in this course-it's very
painful to them-and yet they don't find them
selves learning.
28. But I don·t consider that the knowledge that

" the world is unpleasant" means that education
should be the same.
29. Though I'm not sure that the phrase " the
world is unpleasant" means anything.
30 . W hat d o you th ink ? No . do n' t both er
answering-you'll have to learn when I'm bullshit
ting you- I don't do it on purpose but it happens
sometimes. I do it to myself too. And you'll proba
bly do 1t to me. I don't know how we can totally
avoid 1t-1t's a good defense sometimes.
31. I want to treat you as poeple who are in
terested m what I'm interested in and I want you
to treat me as someone who's interested in what
you're interested in. I'm hoping that because I'm
not a teacher. you 'll be able to do that. And I'll be
able to do it.
32. This might not be true-but it's the way we
must do things.
33. This course is a time where you're free to
be interested in what you want and I'm free to be
interested in what I want. Sometimes we'll have
to bullshit ourselves into believing that we're in
terested in what someone else thinks34. No assignments, no tests. no texts-it 's a
difficult course. For all of us.

II
1. I wanted to write a children's book for my
next book.
2. I did what I usually do when I'm preparing for
a book- went to the library and looked up what
was in print about children's books.
3 . Most of my books are about books-my en
t ire fi rst series was that way-I probably like
books more than I do people-I thought my sec
ond ser ies would be about the End of the
World- but there I was. preparing another book
about books.
4. Because my children's book wouldn't have
been a children's book, of course. but a book
about children's books.
5. I have no idea how to write a children's book.
I wouldn't know what to say in one-a real one,
that is.
6. I'm not very fond of children and I have no
idea what they read-

7. So-my book would have had to have been
my usual chopping up of other books-mixing in
my own writing-and I had a few things I wanted
to say-I wanted to work on a-or be working on
a book in the book-be a character who was try
ing to write a children's book about failure.
8. I would have had my child heroes fail in
whatever they attempted.
9. I've thought a lot about the idea of failure-
being thought a failure myself, you see.
10. So I wanted to take it out on children. You'd
have the young hero or heroine try to save
someone-maybe a rabbit or something-and
me rabbit would bite the child and give it rabies.
11 It doesn't seem to be a promising
subJect-and I know I'd have trouble with it-but
II of my books gave me trouble-it's the troubles
tt1ey give that makes them fun to write.
12. But I ran into difficulties-which are diffe
rent from troubles. First. I didn't want to be doing
nother genre novel-I was through with them.
1 3 Then there was nothing on the subject in
tt1e llbranes. There were a number of books on
-ood Children's Llterature"-that's to say,
Newbery winners and Caldecott winners-not
oooks on good children-and there were stones
for children by famous real authors-to differen
tiate them from writers of children s books14. But there was nothing about the Hardy
Boys-or Tom.Swift Sr. and Jr.-and that was
what I wanted.
15. I never did care for any other type of writing
when I was young-I wanted to write a book
about the books I'd read and there was nothing
written about them.
16 I talked to some librarians about this-and
they told me what I'd discovered was true-there
1sn·t anything on that type of literature.
17 In other words, there was nothing written
about what children really read-or certainly what
I and my fnends read.
18. This would have been wonderful if I'd have
been a scholar-a whole new field to explore-19 Or am I wrong? As I've said, I'm not a
specialist here-there might be scads of stuff at a
larger library-but I couldn't find anything here
but Orwell's essay on children's magazines.
20. Anyway, I wasn't interested in making a
reputation as a scholar-even if I could have
which I doubt. I don't have the ability though I
enjoy reading about scholars-like in books by
Richard Altick21. I enjoy reading about all sorts of
professions-and listening to people talk about
their jobs-I enjoy other people's shop talk-I'd
rather listen to anyone than have to work-that's
why I'm a writer.
22. But the children's book was not getting writ
ten and there was another difficulty that I didn't
know what to do about.
23. I've been receiving catalogues and journals
on reading-The Reading Teacher-Reading
and Study Skills 1976 Catalogue-and I've be
come aware that there is a cutoff between writers
and children.
24. A writer must not just write a book that chil
dren might want to read-he must write for acer
tain age group using a certain vocabulary for that
group.
25. It seems the purpose of writing is to teach
children how to read-and anyth ing that goes
against that purpose isn't acceptable.
26. I'm probably oversimplifying here-and this
might not be true-but what else is to be under-·
stood fro m terms like "Freshman Reading and
Study Skills" or "Comprehension, Skills De
velopment. Content, Reading Level"?27. Or a "Readability Index for Matching Texts
to Student Ability," done in gray and mauve.
28. Or a " Suitability Index" for matching stu
dents with suitable texts.
29. A group that I particularly dislike
teachers-has taken over reading.

30. And I realized that if I could write a chil
dren 's book. they would classify it-well, actually,
I don't know what they'd do with it-what does
anyone do with a new Grimms' fairy tale where
the child is eaten by various things and digested
and the sister loses an arm?
31. Obviously, I'm not writing a children's book
for children-I had no idea what to write for them
because I didn't know what they were allowed to
read.
32. And it seems there are books to be read
and books not to be read.
33. I always feel on the side of the latter-even
though I might not read them either.
34. I tried to reread the Hardy Boys and
couldn't-which was why I was looking for books
about the Hardy Boys-to save myself the effort
of reading them-because the writing is terrible.
But I'm not sure what good writing for children
is-and I know the Hardy Boys read wonderfully
when I read them years ago.
35. Kids might need absolute junk reading, just
as they seem to need junk food and junk televi
sion .
36. There's a lot of junk m childhood.
37. A writer has to have a junk mind to write for
kids-has to be able to pretend to himself that he

can fly airplanes-do all sorts of things-he has
to convince himself he can do anything so he can
convince the kids38. Has to have the Hardy Boys in their Power
Launch or Tom Swift in his whatever save 10,000
souls from some sort of death-and here I
wanted to show children they were helpless39. I was damned in more ways than I cou ld
have imagined so I gave up the book.
40. I realized it was important I wrote a chil
dren's book because I saw that children's books
were leading us to the End of the World-but
there was no way of making this clear 1n the book
I wanted to write.
41 . Or rather, I could make it clear but I didn't
want to go through the rigamarole of cutting and
chopping-quoting from the books , from
catalogues. from International Reading Associa
tion materials, from The Reading Teacher
putting together this structure which would never
be read or understood by children.
42. And adults would think I was another poor
crazy gone over the falls. They have read the
right books all their lives-teachers have seen to
that. The great middle class.
43. Which is another reason why I refuse to
teach you.

I
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1. After t went hOme yesterday. J decided it was
time to realfy read some of the magazines l was·
. ~.
·-.
talking about.
2. Now I would have read them if I'd have
starteo. my children's book, bu1 all I'd done realfy
was glance through them. I realized they· were
worth keeping and using, however.
3. I don't want to give the impression that ~ read
these ttiings as a matter of course-"He reads all
the journals"-that sort of image.
4. So-here's the Jamestown Publishers
Catalogue-let it open to where it wants-page
17-Classic Stories for Low-Level or Reluctant
· Readers of All Ages.
5. Here are four Sherlock Holmes stories
"The Musgrave Ritual," "Six Napoleons," "The
Five Oranges," and "The Red-Headed Leagus."
Each student gets a 48-page, non-consumable
booklet-now, let's see each booklet contains
"(1) the illustrated classic story ada~ted to fifth
grade reading level; (2) a glossary of terms and
expressions; (3) key concept questions for before
and after reading; (4) multiple choice questions;
and (5) discussion starters."
6. How do we learn to read? I can't remember
how I learned. It was something I had to do and
•that was that. I've tried to remember some of the
early books I read and loved-I was asking other
people about this too, and they remembered the
books they loved-but I couldn't remember any
books at all7. I don't know if that means anything-being
unable to remembers. I do remember workbooks in school-they
were large, cheap paper books and they went
along with "More Streets and Roads." And I re
member a series of biographies from the fifth
grade-they all had blue covers-I remember
one on Peter Stuyvesant.
9. And I remember reading Kon Tiki in the fifth
grade-mainly because that was supposed to be
a high school book, and everyone was
impressed-though it seemed a quite simple
book tome.
10. Maybe you can remember the books you
read and how you were taught to read.
11. But I know I must have been reading Hardy
Boys and comic books-though my mother was
against my reading Joe Palooka and G. I. Joe
let alone the old Black Hawks-but I'm sure that's
what I read-Mad comic books12. Now there seems to be a problem in getting
children to read.
13. And also, there's a fight going on about how
to teach them to read.
14. To me it's a sort of shadow fight because I
can't read the literature of any of the sides
phonics people-anti-phonics people--basal
readers people-they all write the same unread
able prose.
15. Perhaps because I taught myself to read,
all these schools seem nonsensical to· me. At
least I think I taught myself to read-it will proba
bly tum out that I didn't.
16. I'm really lost in this shadow war-usually I
can break- things down to leftwing-rightwing and
choose on that basis-only here, I don't know
who is what.
17. And the thing is, I know that, really, this is a
very important war. More important in outcome
than, say, who will control the world-the
Arabs-thP. Multi-Nationals-the International
Communist Conspiracy-the Rockefeller
Interests-the Mafia. The way you learn to read
and what you learn to read shapes you-and in
ways you never know.
18. Let's talk about this method of control
through reading. Now if you don't know how to
read, you'll be controlled by other means
television-whatever. This is rather vague, isn't
it? What do I mean by controlled? I don't mean
you become a robot-rather that certain assump
tions you make without thinking are made before

you bad a chance to think about them. Dick and
Jane-righ\-eYeryone now knows how this int
plants values-right--

19. J'm not sure if • can· make any more sense
out of this than that-ifs- probably so obvious l'm
embarrassing
I have this incredble ability to
think about the obvious. So. let's go back to the
war-now I don't want to bullshit you here-r ha
ven't bothered to read the propaganda from any

ticaJ of enlig_htenment-and everything else.
34. And rve never turned from thal. I'm com
fortable with it. It's a perfect fit fo, my personality.
35. Now the things yoo can learn froni a skeptic
are not the things that will help you get a college
education.
.
36. So are you sure you wantto learn from me?

you.

side-
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at all-and those that don't fit get chopped. Not
only that, you have to find which professors are
important-it is of little use to believe in the wrong
people. As I wouldn't play by these rules and they
wouldn't play by mine-I saved myself trouble
and loss of money by not playing at all.
41. After all, I had no desire to give three years
of my life to subservience-I don't mind ass kis
sing, if I don't have to wear away my lips at it-<>r
if I can get something out of it42. But for a Ph.D.-you really have to love to
do it-and the professors are intelligent enough
· to detect false passion.
43. It would have been much too damaging to
my personality-I might have, as happened to a
Max Beerbohm character, become like them
through the years of imitation needed to get the
degree.
44. And then too, I didn't have enough money
to pay someone to write my papers and thesis.
45. This might sound a bit cynical, but you must
remember that in order to have a pure style you
must remain pure in mind. And purity of style was
important to me. It still is.

I
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20. To be honest, I can't understand the lan
·guage of any side. They all write as if they had
science on their side-they all try and write in the
classical language of science-or at least the
bastardized version of the social sciences.
21. And even those people who seem to be
against the scientific approach-who want, in ef
fect, a romantic approach to reading-which is, I
suppose, "Let the bastards read and stop butting
in with your flow charts and comprehension
levels"-even they are forced to write in the jour-·
nats like social scientists.
22. Rather, they're not forced-it's the way
they learned to read-it's their assumptions of
language and reality-let me show you-here's
an editorial by Jeri E. Mayer-it's from The Read
ing Teacher-"Thus did I discover for myself that
meaning truly does provide its own feedback, that
teacher corrections may often be unnecessary
and-worse than that-a disservice to the reader
in cases where the semantic anomalies (that is,
miscues that do not preserve meaning) become
apparent as more information is processed. As
for the other types of errors, Smith is probably
right that immediate feedback in the form of cor
rection by the teacher is not only misplaced but
actually disruptive, and that if we read for mean
ing, we can always check whether errors of in
terpretation and word identification have occur
red."
23. It's sort of like the situation in the summer of
194 1 when Germany attacked Russia. A lot of
people were happy because they felt Germany
and Russia would destroy each- other and
everyone else would win.
24. The person who teaches us to read
teaches us how to read. How to understand what
we read. Russians are taught to read and under
stand what their government wants them to
understand-how their government wants them
to understand-and so are we.
25. A sociologist would say that this is part of
the XYZ process and that's that-the socializa
tion process-whatever.
26. We all know this, don't we? I'm not telling
you anything new.
27. But-what do we really know? How much
can we know about how we were taught in the
third grade? How much do you think about how
you're being taught in college here?
28. We have had discussions after class about
how you would like me to teach you more-about
something-so you can tell yourselves that
you're doing something here.
29. You don't want this to be a waste of your
time-and so, you want it to be a class-right?
30. I came from a short generation which,
those few of us who were lucky-or what I con
sider is lucky-got a new idea of education-or
rather relearned an old one-the idea of what an
education is, rather than how to teach-and so
we didn't learn to teach because we came to
realize that there was nothing important that
could be taught.
31. So-some of us tried instead to find ways
of bringing enlightenment-instead of teaching,
we'd non-teach-eventually some students
would give up from worry about what was going
on or not going on-they'd give up trying and, at
that point, they'd understand32. It worked for a few people in each class
the rest became teachers.
33. Now my problem was that enlightenment
meant, to me, skepticism. And so I became skep-

IV

1. How does a skeptic get a~ education? I'm
not sure there's an answer to that-we'd have to
find out what was meant by "an education" and
then what is meant by "getting it."
2. I don't think anyone likes to listen to
definitions-even important ones.
3. I think what I'll do is talk about myself-tell
you h9w I managed not to get a college
education-though I don't know if I can tell you
what I did get.
4. I went to Antioch College in 1962-1 thought
I'd major in literature. get my degree. and go im
mediately for a master's and doctorate.
5. The first course I took in literature-in my
first quarter-was one on the meaning of poetry.
At that time I wrote poetry and I thought it would
be both instructive and fun to take the course.
6. Instead. within a few weeks. I realized I was
incapable of majoring in literature-I was unable
to wnte·the papers necessary-in fact, I was sent
to the writing tutor.
7. The difficulty was that I didn't have a critical
,magination-1 couldn't do criticism. I had no de
sire to take a poem apart.
8. The next few years were spent looking for
something else to major in. I tried history and
sociology and found I didn't have the right type of
mind to succeed there either. I couldn't deal with
the language of sociology or the certainty of
history-or history as taught.
9. Thal is. I couldn't accept that, say, 10% of
the public believed this and 62% believed that
and the rest didn't know or care-people as
stat1st1cs.
10. And I couldn't believe that this theory or
that. or no theory at all, accounted for human
behavior, so one could say this was caused by
this and that by that11 . S<>-:-in my third year I found myself without
a major and quite close to being out of school.
12. However, a friend mentioned to me that I
could be an education major, and if I didn't go for
certification·! would only have to take three or four
courses-the rest could be electives.
13. This turned out to be true and I became an
education major.
14. At that time the only book I'd read on edu
cation was Summerhil-l'd read it in my senior
year of high school and I was impressed by it. I
thought that Neill was quite correct-but I never
tried to find anything else by him-or anyone
else-on education.
15. I must have realized that when one is
caught in a system it is sometimes best to go
along with it to some extent-that it might not be
too good an idea to look too hard at the system.
16. All of us do it this way. It's how we get along
without destroying ourselves.
17. There are times to battle systems-but not
1n 1962 in a suburban high school. Especially
when I was already the second most unpopular
person in the school among the students, be
cause of other ideas of mine-the first most un
popular was so because of his general creepi
ness. He was a friend of mine.
18. When I took my first education course at
Antioch, however, I had the opportunity to do a lot
of reading-the course was generally unstruc
tured and there weren't that many assigned
books to read-and so I read about 50 or 60
books on education and psychology-from
Homer Lane to Carl Rogers. This was very fre
eing. I had found a new set of beliefs-and these
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helped me look at and understand the school
system-I could now understand what was wrong
with it. Or at least I thought I could.
19. And I thought that-through nonstructured
,lasses-the system could be changed.
20. I am no longer sure of that.
21. At the same time I started to write again
' ~is time. fiction. I found that I could take from 5 to
1 0 credits a quarter in writing-and that I could
spend my time doing nothing but writing-when I
wasn't fucking around reading mysteries.
22. I was also very lucky to have Duke Maden
·ort as a teacher-there are some few people
who are teachers-the rest just use the name.
This was in my senior seminar in Education. It
was one of the few courses I enjoyed at college.
Perhaps this was because I could talk with him as
-in equal. I really think there is no real communi
,~at,on except between equals.
23. Naturally. I didn't graduate. I had no desire
to do so at the time. I felt it would be a better use
of my last two years to get over my bad writing.
24 . Five years later. I was out of a job, unpub1,shed. and becoming a bit desperate. I decided
, d have to go back to school and get my degree.
In tact I'd probably need two degrees, as my
education degree was worthless without the
teaching certificate, and I thought it would be
easier to get a master's than to take what I
needed for the certification . This was correct.
25. By .this time. I looked at school as some
thing worthless-as a p lace where one was
uneducated-or at best. so filled with worthless
things to do that one had no time to learn.
26. So-I decided I'd take the easiest courses
available and get my degree without doing any
work-if that was possible.
27. Luckily for me. it was. Antioch had deterior
ated in the short span of five years-I had to take
only two courses to graduate.
28. One course was non-existent-a friend of
mine was teaching there and gave me credit for
being alive.
29. The other course was in ecology-and
while it wasn't much work it did start my thinking .
towards the End of the World. I'm not sure the
course was meant to do that-it was probably a
matter of my personal disposition.

30: After graduation, I applied to Wright State
University and was immediately accepted. It is
always easy to go from a good school to a poor
one.
31. In fact, whenever what I was saying in a
course at Wright State became confusing, I had
only to say I was an Antioch graduate to be un
derstood.
32. I played this joke often.
33. In choosing a major, I again looked for what
was easiest. This time it was a library science.
34. And it was easy-I never had to study
except to teach myself elementary statistics. I en
joyed that because I wanted to see if I could teach
it to myself.
35 . I had no trouble getting my degree
whenever necessary I became belligerent and
challenged the professors. They were willing to
give me a B if I didn't become a threat. And this
agreement worked well.
36. However, my thesis wasn't accepted be
cause of spelling errors and the unfortunate fact
that two members of my thesis committee were
ineligible to serve on such a committee.
37. As these members were the two members
from my department, a compromise was worked
out. I didn't make a fuss and fixed the spelling
they fixed everything else. Being a bureaucracy,
they took 8 or 9 months to do their part while I
took 2 hours. But I was in no hurry, I'd already
found a job-and eventually the degree arrived.
38. I had learned what the system was and how
to most easily get through it. Whenever it was
necessary to state my philosophy of education, I
would just say that I thought all schools should be
destroyed-and not replaced. They were incapa
ble of debating this , as it was out of their
universe-tempers would rise-and once again
I'd mention that I was an Antioch graduate.
29. That way, I didn't have to learn to defend
one of their systems-I didn't even have to be
come familiar with their systems-whether of cur
ricu l<l or anything else. I played the game by
changing the rules and making it possible for
them to accept the changes.
40. I did realize that I couldn't get a Ph.D. this
way. There, the game is politics-you have to fit
into what your professors believe-or don't fit in

1. Last week, I ended up talking about purity of
style-without saying what I meant by it.
2. I'm not sure how I'd describe what I try to do
in writing-which is what I call, to myself, purity of
style.
3. First, let me say that I'm only talking about
myself. It's perfectly possible for someone else to
achieve their own purity of style while writing a
paper for a course.
4. Though I expect that most of you would
admit that most papers are just so much
bullshit-a crank-turning operation.
5. This is because professors expect certain
things and students will either do what professors
expect or fail.
6. Doing a thesis is even worse-you have to.
do what a committee expects-and you have to
do it in a style which is set out for you in Manuals
of Style.
7. There is no room for anything but poor
writing. A thesis is an attempt to rationally prove
something-and any writing that looks flowery,
romantic, or unnecessary must be removed. The
more it resembles a piece of scientific research,
the better thesis it is.
a. All of the jokes and playfulness had to be cut
from my thesis during my two hours of rewriting.
What a shame.
9. I fear I'm saying nothing about my style. I
think I'm hoping that if I can talk around the word,
I'll leave a shape that we can recognize. I don't
think I'm going to be able to define the word.
1o. Here's another word: quality. I think I mean,
when I say I write in the style I do, that I am writing
quality.
11 . I don't write very much about people,
perhaps because I'm not interested in them. I
don't like to make characters and then see what
will happen to them if they do this or that. Or
watch them grow.
12. Though, of course, there are people in my
books-and they do do things. But I've made a
conscious choice not to write about what I don't
know.
13. I don't know how people behave when I'm
not with them-watching them.
14. This certainly is a limitation. I'm not sure if
other writers actually know what people do in
these circumstances or pretend they do. I think
they must know-or do you think they're like the
writers of our children's books knowing how to fly
airplanes?
15. Now when I say I only write what I know
about. you're not to take that to mean that I know
what war is like-or what the police are
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like-because I've been a war correspondent and
police chief in various books.
16. Here. I'm using my imagination-and the
books seem strange because of it-if I were
writing about what I know, they wouldn't seem
that way.
17. So-it seems I have contradicted myself
again. But this is where style comes in-and why
it's hard to define. I am willing to write about what
I don't understand so I can show how little I
understand what people do. It would be a lie for
me to write as if I did understand-to write real
novels.
18. I'm an alien-looking in your windows at
night and not understanding what's going
on-that's why my books seem to make so little
sense.
19. Purity of writing is purity of skepticism-a
refusal to believe that I know anything.
20. So how could I possibly write a paper on a
subject with purity of style. Most people are able
to pretend that they know-and others believe
they do know-but I know that I don't know.
21. I was talking with someone last night and I
said that as I couldn't give a course on how to
write-that no one could benefit from it-I'd have
to give a course on how to read my writing-I fear
that's what this is turning into.
22. Next I'll have to give a course on how to
understand my courses.

VI

.1. I think I said, when I was talking about my
children's book, that I wanted to show children
just how helpless they really were.
2. Let's tie this in with education-children are
taught they can solve anything-any problem
while, at the same time, a certain proportion of
them are flunking.
3. These flunking children are taught to think
that it's their fault they're flunking-that they are
failures.
4. And the teachers believe this-even though
they also know that unless they flunk a certain
number of students, they might lose their jobs.
5. We have a system that depends on a certain
number of people failing-I 'm not sure if I can
explain this, though I'll try.
6. A society can't want the best from
everyone-it couldn't survive, for example, if all of
its members were geniuses---0r if everyone in it
could do the job they wanted to do. Genius would
contend with genius. And even in the strangest
occupations , there is only room for a few
executives- I'm an executive in the cesspool
cleaning business- I work at the bottom of the
cesspool and so I don't have to take no shit from
no one. I'm certainly glad I'm not a blue collar.
7. Of course, not everyone is a genius- though
one can never tell what human potential would be
•if educated properly- if that means anything-let
us just say that it might be possible to get better
results from education than we get now8. And let us also say that a society might not
want these better results-that our leaders are
satisfied with the results they have-a small
number are educated so that a certain number of
positions can be filled - the rest are
diseducated-of course if these positions weren't
filled, we might be in trouble-but too many
people for the positions is much worse.
9. Look what happened during Vietnam when
too many people went to college-no society
wants that sort of disruption. It's much better to
have a large uneducated mass than crazed
students doing socio-economic analysis.
10. I don't know if this is ultimately for the
good-but all societies seem to think it is-or act
as if it was-Russian and American and German
and English and French education systems are

set up so that large numbers of students are
turned off-and those who aren't believe in the
systems.
11 . If education meant, let us say, trying to
discover quality-which is a different thing than
"a quality education for all"-what would happen
to our society? Guess.
12. Now, if I'm correct, we are close to
collapse-close to being a society that is
interested only in individual survival-rather than
individual success. And if this is true, we'll really
need the idea of failure.
13. We must be able to excuse to ourselves
others' deaths-we must be willing to say-"Oh,
it doesn't matter what happens to those
fuckers-they're failures."
14. The poor are failures and deserve what
they get.
15. We are not responsible for others' failures.
They are.
16. And, as a country, we will have to be able to
say-"What business is it of ours if millions and
hundreds of millions are dying in other
countries-that's their responsibility. They've
failed to take care of themselves."
17. So, you can see how I was interested in
how the idea of failure is taught to children-and I
wanted to say, in my book, that we are all failures.
Only some of us are allowed to think that we
aren't. We have learned to pass.
18. We made it through school by learning how
to say the proper words at the proper time-to
read instructions and follow them. Those poor
bastards who didn't learn this will be stuck in jails,
mental institutions, ghettos-and it's their fault
they just didn't learn how to read-they don't
know the words to get out.
19. We can bullshit our way through school and
college-we are successes. Check our grade
point averages, our test results, if you don't
believe us. We deserve to succeed because
we're smarter. And we deserve to survive
because we're better.
20. Anyway, for my book-my unwritten
book-I needed to find some failures. So I looked
through volumes of diaries and letters
biographies of the famous-looking for people
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who were mentioned once-people who re
mained in the cracks of history-or I'd look
through 10-year-old newspapers-and I'd find
names of people who were in the paper by
accident-witnesses to automobile crashes
next-door neighbors to murdered families
people mentioned once and then gone21 . You all know how our senses cut most of
reality from our brain-or our brain cuts
it-whatever-they love to teach you this in
Psych-even in intro. to psych. Especially there.
22. But it isn't taught that we cut people out of
our reality-there are people you just don't
see-we are not trained to see them-we label
these people "insignificant"-and we teach
children in schools not to see them. And we don't
realize it's been done to us-we don't even know
how we do it. I wanted to get across to
children-my readers-that they were also
insignificant. In addition to being failures.
23. It would have been a lovely book. And
would have remained unpublished with all the
others-because I too am a failure-I am the
same as I tell others they are.
24. Meanwhile, I received yesterday the
Reading Today International Newsletter-let me
read you a paragraph-"A New Feature in
Danish Schools.-Under the new educational
system to come into force next August, one hour
per week will be assigned in all Danish schools to
informal and free discussions of subjects of
special interest to the class as a whole. Known as
'Klassens Time' (time for the class}, this
innovation is intended to give teachers and
children the opportunity to discuss together topics
of general interest which are not dealt with under
the normal curriculum (general class situations.
conflicts. important national events, etc.) or to
Jointly conduct a number of informal activities.
such as excursions. watching films on television ,
playing dramas, reading, etc. The idea is to
facilitate and improve the dialogue between
teachers and pupils and among children them
selves, and it is felt this will help solve many
socioeducational problems, an aim which has
been traditionally pursued by all Danish
educators."

1. We've had a lot of arguments since our last
meeting-some of you have been questioning
me on how I would reform the educational
system2. I must seem rather perverse when I answer
that I can't answer your questions. I'm unable to
reform anything-that answer seems to upset
you . Though it shouldn't-it doesn't follow that
you shouldn't do anything-that you would be
unable to do anything.
3 Besides. I'm not a reformer-I've never
given you any indication that I wou ld like to reform
anything-even reform you.
4. I can read you some reforms-we can
discuss them- they're not mine, they're from the
Cu rric u lum Associat es High Impact Skills
Catalogue-I'm perfectly willtng to give you other
people's ideas-I just don't have any of my own.
5. ··1 Can Write A Boo~ This high-interest
act1v1ty requires nothing more than giving a
pnmary reader his or her own workbook.
Poetry- the rhyming of words-is the key.
Students 'create' a book of poems together with
Robert Forest. He wrote the poems but left out
many of the vowels. It is the child's task to figure
out what the poem is saying, then complete the
words with the correct vowels."
6. " Poetry Is Free. It is a commonly held notion
that poetry writing is the special province of a
select group of people called 'poets,' and that
only they have the vision, the command and
precision of language necessary for writing
poetry. Although many of us disagree, even
emphatically, the question still remains, 'I know
poetry is worthwhile, but how do I get my students
to write it?"
"In the first part of POETRY IS FREE, students
explore the relationships of words using,
synonyms , homonyms, antonyms, similes,
metaphors, meanings of words. sense impres
sions of language (associating sounds, tastes,
and colors with words). free verse, personifica
tion . hyperbole, word-association, alliteration and
onomatopoeia."
"The second part of the workbook introduces
and teaches the poetic forms of haiku, tercet,
cinquain. poetic license, narrative poems ,
limericks. and quatrain."
7. " Reading, Writing, and Rating Stories-is a
four-part program. It introduces and reviews an
editing format that students can readily apply to
their own writing , as well as to other written
materials they encounter."
"This program is designed to generate high
interest in both reading and writing as it guides
students through a gradual series of critical steps,
from examining stories in terms of a single factor,
to rating and writing, using several factors. There
are four skills-books, each designed to familiarize
students with techniques for appraising writing by
focusing on these four factors: (1) vocabulary
the use of words to express a particular thought
or idea, (2) elaboration- an abundance of related
ideas which flow smoothly from one idea to the
next. (3) organization-the arrangement of ideas
in order. (4) structure-the way language forms
are used to convey meaning . . ."
"Finally, having become very conscious of
those factors that determine quality in good
writing . . . the students write stories, after
which they rate. edit, and improve the quality of
their own work."
8. Now since we've been talking about writing
stories. let me tell you one about my school
days-since it's a story, it might not be true, but
we can live with that.
9. Some of my courses in education-in fact,
all of them-were non-structured. There were no
tests, no need to take notes-though most of the
class took notes anyway. I never did because I
knew I'd never look at them.
1O. There was a feeling at the time that the
educational system had to be changed-and that
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if it was-in the right way-societies' problems
would be solved.
11_. That is, if we could teach the young a new
set of rights and wrongs, they'd go out, as a
generation, and change the world.
12. But how were we to change this
system-especially when the people in charge
still remained in charge.
13. There were. it seemed, two ways. One was
to become a Marxist and win the revolution-then
make changes from the top.
14. But those of us who didn't own guns and
that sort of thing thought it would be possible to
subvert the system from within. And we'd do this
through non-structured classes.
15. This was possible in the mid-60's---0r
rather it was possible to have this type of class
introduced into the system without too much
difficulty. There were a lot of psychologists
studying the results of experiments where one
class would be taught in the traditional structured
manner and the other would be taught in an
unstructured manner.
16. Their results seemed to show that both
classes learned about the same amount-scored
the same on tests-but that those who sent
through the unstructured classes had a higher
self concept, etc. In other words, these methods
were safe to use.
17. And they were-the students realized they
were being put through the same old game only
with a few new rules-and they adjusted and did
about as well as they always did.
18. So, I had several non-structured (I use
non-structured and unstructured to mean the
same thing; I hope they do) classes in
education-and I enjoyed them-I worked harder
than I had for other classes because I could pretty
much do what I wanted to. I finally had the time to
do what I needed to do-and I did it. I got a lot of
writing done. The system worked for me because
I wasn't really part of it.
19. Because. by that time, I'd stopped trying to
get my degree-I didn't have to "learn" anything.
And I only took those classes that would make no
demands on me-classes where I could spend
my time writing fiction.
20. 'However, I felt that in allowing students to
do what they wanted to do-if a teacher would
say-really, you're free to do what you want-
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and mean it-then there might be a possibility for
a revolution in education.
21. I had this type of class with Duke Maden
fort. And I thrived. I even became interested in
education-the subject became important to me.
22. But how did others take this class? Well, for
most of them it was hell. These were, after all, our
potential teachers, and they wanted to know how
to teach a group of 10-year-olds how to read and
write. Or is it 11-year-olds? They wanted to know
the rules of the system-and Duke wouldn't tell
them.
23 . And so, they felt that the class was
worthless-they wanted non-structured classes
like they were used to, where, somehow, they'd
be taught everything they needed to know-the
type of class the psychologists had been teach
ing.
24. Now it seems that I've been talking about
two types of non-structured classes-and
perhaps even confusing them. Let's differentiate
them. We'll call the psychologists' class NS-1 and
Duke's class NS-2. NS-1 is a duplication of
another class by different methods. A few new
rules to an old game. NS-2 is an entirely new
game. It says that I am free to learn whatever I
want-and not learn whatever I want. You meet
once a week and Christ only knows what's going
to happen. Neither the students nor the teacher
knows-and believe me , the teacher really
doesn't know.
25. The students in a NS-1 class would be un
comfortable for the first few sessions-but then,
when the lists of books were handed out-the
projects that could be done-the rules
explained-by the second week everyone had
adjusted-they knew what they had to do and did
it.
26. This was never done in NS-2-it was never
clear what was wanted because nothing was
wanted. This was a course that could be counted
on to upset people.
27. NS-1 was made the system at Antioch in
the First Year Program-but it didn't work. and no
one knew why-it scared people. And that was
because the language of NS-1 was remarkably
similar to NS-2-so similar that everyone thought
they were the same. Even I did. And very few
people wanted NS-2 to be institutionalized-the
joke was on all of us. And we couldn't take it.

VIII

1. We were all laughing at my descriptions of
educational reform among the young-how to
read and write-but this sort of nonsense carries
over-some of you might use, let's say, Monarch
Notes or Cllff Notes.
2. Are you familiar with them? Here's one on
Camus-let me read you the Analysis and Com
mentary on The Stranger.
3... "The Stranger,' says Sartre in 'An Explica
tion of The Stranger,' '[Camus) wants to portray is
precisely one of those terrible innocents who
shock society by not accepting the rules of its
game: and 'The Myth of Sisyphus teaches us
how to accept our author's novel.' If The Myth of
Sisyphus gives us the idea of the absurd, The
Stranger gives us the feeling. Meursault has his
density as a character in the real world; he is not
a thesis character, or a cutout figure to which is
attached a card Identifying him as l'homrne ab
surde. He is prior to any philosophy which exp
lains him."
"Meursault, writing in the first person, tells his
own story. The form of the book is taken from
Andre Gide, the journal and notebook of a man
attempting to illuminate his past. But Meursault
does not attempt to illuminate. He simply narrates
and describes. What we learn of him is not the
result of the passion for confession; it is a record.
The meaning we find in the novel is the meaning
we give it, not Meursault. His sentences are very
much like Hemingway's; it Is the short, staccato
prose of the sensibility which distrust abstraction.
It is the recording style suited to a man in a face
to-face relationship with the continuum. It is al
ways today of which he writes."
4. So-there we have our reform as opposed to
our revolution-not that I'm opposed to these
notes-if you have to write dumb papers or ans
wer dumb questions on dumb tests-about works
of art-well, a teacher deserves what he gets.
5. Nor do I mind cheating-but you must never
do this to yourself. It can become dangerous and
destructive then.
6. After all, what are you to do when you come
up against a book you can't read-no one tells
you that there are books you'll be unable to
stand-and that if you find one, don't read it. And
no teacher will allow you to write a paper on a
book which simply states, "I couldn't get through
the book-I don't know why-I just couldn't take
the style."
7. There is no room for personal prejudice in
school.

8. It's what happened for a while during the
First Year Program-students could walk out of
classes they didn't like. They didn't even have to
take classes if they didn't want to. A little Sum
merhill slipped in.
Well, this scared the teachers-they are taught
to grade-to distinguish good work from poor.
They certainly aren't used to being similarly
judged by their students.
9. The students were scared too. They really
couldn't believe that they would be allowed to do
what they were told they would be allowed to
do-and they were right-they weren't allowed.
10. They sensed (and freshmen can do little
more than that) that their professors were against
all of this-and so they rejected it too.
11. They said, "We don't want this-we want to
be told what to do"-because they realized that
somewhere in the future, when the plan was no
longer in effect, they'd have to take other courses
from these same teachers.
12. And the professors said, "There, you see,
the students are against this," and the program
was first amended and then ended. All over a
semantic misunderstanding.
13. But systems have difficulty understanding
fine distinctions-which is why they don't like
them. No system of government really likes the
theoreticians14. What's needed for systems are practical
minds, congressmen from Idaho or a civil servant
in the bureau of the budget.
15. A system can't tell the difference between
reform and revolution-at Antioch the people who.
brought in the First Year Program were
reformers-they wanted to reform the system
wanted to make education "More Relevant,"
"More Meaningful"16. Well, so it goes. Mistakes are made but the
system goes on-it must protect itself-if people
are misunderstood and have to suffer-well,
eventually they'll be proved correct. Wasn't
Galileo?
17. The fear brought on by the First Year Prog
ram was simply, "How are we going to know who
to pass and who to fail if everyone passes?" It
was a real problem-one that the planners of the
Plan never thought out. If some bastard should
want to spend the entire first year reading
mysteries-we have to pass him. If some idiot
wants to just watch animals-not write about
them, just watch-we have to pass her.
18. But our system of education needs to be
able to pass and fail-with the important word
being fail.

19. Our idea of success and failure in educa
tion came partly from 19th Century Capitalism. It
was taught at the tum of the century at Harvard,
under the guise of Unitarian theology and social
philosophy. In the Soviet Union. it was brought in
under the guise of materialism.
20. Which is to say that any system that pro
duces goods is a successful one. The more
goods. the more successful. It's known as pro
ducing the goods-he really produced the
goods-but that fool didn't.
21. Now I happen to think that these successes
are ruining us-that we need to provide for a sys
tem of failure. Less and less goods before we
damage the planet like we damage the child's
mind.
22. I can't see any way of bringing this
about-except by the destruction that is coming.
23. When a person finishes college. what sort
of thinking has he done? What sort of thought has
he found profitable for getting good grades? What
do the professors want?
24. When he is in elementary school. when
reading is taught. what important things are we to
look for in the paragraph we read? Or story we
read? How are we supposed to reason from what
we've read?
25. In high school we're able to answer the
question. "What is the relationship between the
prose style of The Stranger and its meaning?" If
you've taken the course, you'll be able to answer.
" What are some of the major symbols of The
Stranger?" You'll either be able to answer that
question or flunk the course.
26. What I'm trying to say to you is that we
haven't even begun to know our real problems
that there is nothing known-that most of what
we know or think we know is either incorrect or
soon will be. as events change. Our danger is
that we really think we do know-we are taught to
answer questions as if there were an answer. We
are taught to be rational-that reason can do any
th Ing. And the reason we call reason is the
reason we are taught. The way we think is called
reasoning-but it isn't anything of the sort.
27. The danger of the hydrogen bomb is not
that it is the ultimate failure of man but that it is the
ultimate success. It's an excellent way of dealing
with our most important problems 
overpopulation, small nations hoarding scarce
materials. communism. It was built and is control
led by people who learned how to reason solu
tions to problems in our schools. Does that make
any sense?

The Best Person Who
Ever Lay In The Sun by Susan Scibetta
Foosball is a competitive table game, usu
ally found in the cruddier bars and gamerooms
and occasionally in the home of an enthusiast.
The typical foosball table has a green and
white smooth-rolling surface marked off to rep
resent a soccer field. over which eight rows of
little smiling men hang suspended on sticks.
The sticks, which spear the little men through
the stomachs as if they were about to be bar
becued, have handles on the ends by which
players can manipulate the row, moving their
men's feet forward or backward. In addition,
the rows slide a certain distance from side to
side to allow blocking and lateral passes.
The game may be played by either two or
four players. Singles naturally call for more
speed and skill, as the player must move
rapidly between all four of his rows with the
ball.
To start play, one player drops a pingpong
type ball between each team's forward line
from a center pocket. The object. as in soccer,
is to shoot the ball into the other team's goal.
The winner is the first team to make half of
however many balls there are. There are sup
posed to be eleven, but one or more balls has
usually gotten stuck in the machine's innards,
or stolen, or bounced into oblivion by an espe
cially energetic shot.
The beginner must develop skill in man
ipulating his men and in predicting the ball's
path. In addition. he must acquire the snapping
but controlled motion of the wrist which gives
the ball its speed. He also needs to learn to
perceive (or create, by feinting) "holes" in the
opponents' defense. Speed, again, is vital to
shooting through the "holes" before the oppo
nent blocks them up. Learning to control the

just too much to handle, when my relationships
begin to compare in flavor and manageability
with wet noodles. But there you have a special
thing about foosball-it saves you at the same
time it saves you. You think you're getting
away from people, but obviously, foosball can't
be played alone. You run away from your prob
lem right into your problem.
Sometimes I think it is not a very noble life's
goal, to want to be the best foosball player in
Dayton, Ohio. Playing foosball is like writing
poetry, or lying in the sun. Such an ambition is
like desiring to be the best person that ever laid
in the sun. What kind of a goal is that? I wonder
why being the best foosball player seems so
worthwhile to me. I feel as if it will somehow
say something good about me. But what will it
really say? It will say that I spend all my time in
bars playing foosball. What kind of ac
complishment is that? I wouldn't even want to
know a person like that, much less be one.
The truth, now. Last night at a quarter to
eleven at the High Time Bar, the lights began
to flicker and finally went out, including the light
over the foosball table. All that was left was a
flashing kind of strobe light against the far wall,
adequate for navigating and telling people
apart. A woman ran in from outside to say that
there were wires hanging in the alley behind
the bar. and firetrucks and police had come,
and the loose wires were sparking orange and
blue and pink like a giant fireworks display.
Almost everyone trooped out into the alley.
The pool players put down their cues. The pin
ball players dropped their flippers. The barten
der, the dancers, the hangers-on, the dealers,
the sweet-talkers all went too. And the foosball
players played on in the dark.

No wind
We rise like
music from the sheets to walk
while the sun is strong.
You stop to gather shells into
a place inside me
adark room
where Qulls have come to nest
and wait for hours
for the tide to come in.
The sound of your breathing
as I wait for the sun to go down.
Under a broken moon.
we dance
for hours to dark music.
by Nancy Rung

Religion
Loving Hands
The fingers slip by each other
like passing strangers or
into each other like eager friends
reaching to discover one another
never alone, close and busy.
How easy it is to give
remembering the places where the hands go.
by Nancy Rung

The day circles me like a cave
there is only one exit
It too is dark and I am finally enclosed
in night. pick up a stone that looks much like
and is about the same size as the moon.
Outside somewhere. like a dog that does not
know any better, you bark at everything.
You have raced me to the edge of sharp rocky cliffs.
and I am looking over through the fog.
We have no boundaries
There is no bottom
No one understands.
I glanced up at her. a nun walking
through the gray wind. and for one quick moment
we both believed in the same thing. ·

by Nancy Rung

pnoto

by

Hobert Reck

ball so one can set up shots is probably the
hardest single task, but essential in order to
pass between one's own men, both laterally
and through the other team's lines, without los
ing the ball.
The game is imported from Europe, where, I·
hear, it is enormously popular among people of
all ages. My brother Rob once watched the
world champions (Czechoslavakian, I think)
playing in a bar in Xenia. He attests to a truly
incredible display of speed, dexterity, and that
high grade of sneakiness so essential to the
competitive foosballer. The skill level at which I
have seen it played, although sometimes im
pressive, is considerably lower. Besides the
game's newness here and our relative scarcity
of tables (and perhaps the fact that it costs a
quarter a game), I assume this difference is
partly because, in this country, most tables are
located in bars, and played to the noticeable
accompaniment of alcoholic beverages. (Al
though I have often pondered the fact that so
many players claim to play better when loade
d.)
So much for theory. The true story of foos
ball, however, is contained only in the heart
al\d fingers of the fanatic. From Kelly's to
Timothy's, from Jimbo's House of Draft to the
Moonlight Bar, from Funtime City to I-Tee
Pizza, devotees can be found night after night
perfecting their craft.
Barbecued hummel dolls. Row upon smiling,
skewered row of early Christian martyrs. It is
the stuff of poetry. It is my newest passion.
Foosball, like any addiction, assumes a diffe
rent meaning for each person. I come to the
game as an escape from people when they're

In my previous work I have been
concerned with the examination of the
family unit-in this case, members of
my immediate family.

by Malinda Marker
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The Family Print Series deals with
the exploration of ideologies of family
members within the nuclear family unit,
and comparisons and combinations of
facial structures.

Kansas probably

monday traffic

to jamini roy*

through the broken window:

I might have touched something
besides a bare grasp of what was going on
but the light turned green
and everybody went across the street;
the junkie for a fix
the young mother to buy baby food and cosmetics
the clerk hurrying back to the patent office
still
that day
I had no one direction
not for any other reason
but to walk some steps
the way deer run
through trees' different purposes

mr. painter sir your girl
·
is beautiful with her long tapering rice white fingers
coal black hair and
red bordered sari lightly draped
over gently swelling breasts but
where did you get her i have walked
hot streets of calcutta summer evenings
when melting pitch sticks to sandal soles
stood
under dim lampposts watching
people drink
chilled lemonade in front of roadside shops
made excursions into dust choked
burnt rice fields but
even when they gave way to
bright green banana trees i never found her

a near door
a pine table
a pine chair
a lost pair of shoes
for a while
nothing except lost and
broken and near
and chair
in a difficult expanse
from then
to then again
despite vermillion
by E. J. Pistone

by E. J. Pistone

and those large slanting eyes
pointing patient mystery in deep black
1 have never seen there were only
eyes red with lighting kitchen wood fires
and broken fingernails

ALLEN GINSBERG BEAT POET

STONED IN A SUPERMARKET IN AMERICA

~lleri ginsberg beat poet mad angelic hipster lover
of denver dreamer of despair bald bearded gangster
of love & other assorted personal articles is balling
wait whitman in the backseat of a '38 ford they're
both chanting blakean verse & somewhere someone is
yelling in a very distant voice something about the
wind.

thursday march 6 am sitting high in a supermarket
parking lot am coming on good with the radio very
good sound pulling my ears away from me i am looking
up through dirty car glass at sky & sky is giant blue
vagina coming down slow very slow imperceptible almost
opening up huge yawning mouth engulfing enveloping the
world & somewhere there is a satisfied swallow

by Steven Ford Brown

by Steven Ford Brown

he took his brush and palette
and smiling gouged out my eyes
painted over the gaping pain
led me to a bit of mirror i gripped it
nails scrabbling against quicksilver edges
it showed
long tapering rice white fingers coal coloured hair
red bordered sari gently swelled
and pointing patient mystery in deep black

rain: c~lcutta
we were caught in the rain that day
without even an umbrella
that's the trouble with these baisakh thunderstorms
they come so suddenly
we crowded
under the tiny bus stop shelter
and listened
to the rain frantic on the corrugated roof
it had a pattern
and when the cow
came to join us under the shade
it rubbed its muddy flank against my sari
i screamed you laughed and pushed
it out into the rain i was sorry
it had such patient eyes
when we walked out after the rain
the border of my sari was wet i wrung it ~ry
and said i'II have to give it to the laundry
to get the mud cleaned
remember how the sagging hibiscus
against the grey wall
dripped blood when the sun came out
by chitralekha banerjee

the eyes

afternoon

by chitralekhabanerjee

Chapter-I

the sun sent long shoots
of light
over the short brown grass
that day sitting
by !he side of the ganges
while boatmen clamoured for fares in the distance
must you go you said
and i could leaning see
beads of sweat on your lip
not from passion but june
and leaning a little more
a hawk's reflection in your eye

*Jamini Roy is a modern Indian painter.

by Larry Bortner
They stood together in the odds-on twilight,
watching the labored attempt of a full moon to
rise over the harsh blue glare of street lights
and shopping centers of the nearby security
conscious city. His left arm lay on her 5houl
ders, her right wrapped around his waist. It
was a typical lovers' pose. As all lovers are
wont to do at such times, they conversed in
silence about their love for each other, about
the quiet tenderness, the beauty of the mo
ment, about the sorry state of the world about
them . Occasional sounds from animals on and
about the farm and the relative darkness al
most lulled them into a sense of privacy and
security.
He broke the silence.
" I like it here, Amy," he said, gazing at the
brillance of the stars on the clear summer
night. The corn plants rustled in a light wind. "It
has its moments. But I think I'm ready to pack
up and leave."
She was still talking in silence and gave her
assent by a quick squeez~.
" Pack up and move out to a different place.
Pollution, Viet Nam, race riots- dirty air, dirty
water, dirty government, dirty people."
She finally spoke . "It's too dirty around
here."
"Don't give me no lip, woman."
Properly admonished, st.le put her free hand
over her mouth.
"Now where was I?"
"Dirty people," she said, dropping her hand.
He overlooked this violation.
"Ah, yes. People. There's too many people
around here."

"Couldn't agree with you more."
"Listen, I'm warning you," he said, rubbing
her nose with his fist. She giggled.
He continued. " Too many people. I need
breathin' room. Somewhere where I can live
life the way I think it ought to be lived, where
there ain't any little old ladies telling me how I
should eat my soup."
" Right!"
He sighed tiredly. "When was the last time I
gave you a good thrashing?"
"Yesterday."
" Expect another shortly."
"Oh, I can feel it now!" she moaned wan
tonly.
He glared at her in the darkness; the mock
ferocity was unseen.
" If you're leaving, does that mean I can run
off with Melvin Camden?"
" Melvin Camden? Who do you thing I' m
running off with?"
There was a momentary silence, then they
burst out laughing together. As the laughter
died down, he drew her to him and they kissed
lightly, their tongues making promises for the
night.
She looked into his face, lightly tracing cir
cles and curves over his cheeks and chin with
a hesitant finger. She couldn't see details, but
his head was outlined against the stars. He
was there. That was all that mattered.
"I take it then, Mr. James Harold Cutler, that
you want to take your wife and occasional mis
tress, Amy Sue, with you?"
"I can't imagine life without you, Amy," he
said seriously. "Besides, I'll need your help all

the way."
She took the incentive this time. The kiss
was longer and deeper, further priming their
bodies for lovemaking. Hands began snaking
under clothing to contact sensitive areas di
rectly.
" If I get poison ivy again, this is the last time
we do it in the cornfield."
"Not so fast, Superman. There are a few
thing I'd hke to know."
" Like what?"
" Like where are we going? And when are we
leaving?"
" Oh, details, details! We're finally going t,,
be following my dream. And the way I figure it, I
could do it in fifty years but you and me to
gether can do it in one, maybe two years."
She glanced up at the firmament. " You're
serious, aren't you?"
" Of course I am."
Again she looked up, the shrugged and said ,
" Oh, well. Till death do us part."
They embraced tightly, more out of an as
surance of commitments than of foreplay.
The moon had run its obstacle course of
mercury vapor lights and hung several de
grees about the horizon. There was a long si
lence as they ingested the fat reddish-orange;
beauty of the newly-arisen phoenix.
"We'll definitely be out of here within two
years?"
"You talked me into it," he said, lifting her
dress over her head.
Her sigh was one of gracious patience wear
ing thin. "When was the last time I gave you a
good thrashing?"

MIRROR IMAGES

hawks are always circling
the river looking for carrion

You stood there radiant.
Gown of silk flowering
To the toe.

the hawk had white tipped wings

Transparent
In means not often witnessed.

when i lifted my hand
!he brittle brown grass had pressed
its story on my palm
in red cicatrices

Light flickered
As your movement
Touched. them.

did you see it too

Absorbed in the
Confrontation.

by chitralekha banerjee

Glass flexsimities
Jumpled in prism
Reflections.
Wanting and capturing
But losing in one stroke.
by Eduardo Garcia

You stand before the mirror
Erasing the days events with coldcream.
Tissues absorb, eyelashes fall,
jars returned to the shelf
Till you stand naked before yourself.
(Shuffling your feet to the bed
in houseshoes to meet your dreams.)
by Eduardo Garcia
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THE PIECES

Thou Shalt Not Make Love In Class
I walk through the long schoolroom
questioning myself. a schoolroom
as long as I can see, period
Nobody but myself wants to know
what it 1s I have come to teach.
Love has its privileges
but may not go unbounded,
and cries of love make me lift my head,
hammered and ruled.
and nail them down like Christs
to silence and the seams of boards.
A teacher must keep silence.
He who says does not know.
He who knows teaches silence
but does not keep it.
Logic does not speak,
it casts no colors,
spells no words .
We wait, bound in an agreement
based on hatred, fostering love.
We bend to books thus, like priests;
only, like good priests,
we cannot believe in what we bow to.
This is a rule we do not speak.

alone. I go wandering
into the deep edge of the darkness
suddenly I lie crestfallen
and I hear the crash
and I find myself
picking up the pieces
the sharp ones cannot be put back together
so I pick up the easy pieces
a puzzle can tell the truth of a dream
only 1f one looks for it
but if one fails to find the meaning
then the pices are forever lost
by DanCheuka

Two Rivers

by Tim Lyons

II

for grandpap
honey & pine smell
sprayed like sawdust on the workbench,
it swarmed with powder dust
swept to the corners
uncollected
bee-frames leaned,
scraped shovels nudged each other
against the wall
while green work-clothes puttered
bent from coal mine stories
with him chewing Mail Pouch
inside
years combed his brow
and hair into snow-silk
but his eyes glazed
like a young fox
that he trapped
and imagined
hanging in his shanty
by Denrw Kolakowski

december area
the nver will long
remember this winter
as the season of
quiet white sand
the only relief
a trail of broken
china
down its back
a lone barges
month old track

One on one is the best defense
against order, the name
of what we learn to love.
This place of space is but
for words alone,
and the unspoken commandment is,
"There shall be no sex in class."

a young fox

WHAT HAVE WE HERE?

I am looking for the pieces of my life
broken glass that once held the sweet wine of my love
shattered mirrors tell fortunes
and I am not willing to wait

1

a piece of river in june
wondering on the riverskin
dabbled in
peaking craters
as if a thousand young boys
were standing on these banks
skipping
stones

What have we here?
Look.
A body, first of all,
not unlike many others
yet peculiar,
1
odd in different ways,
unique.
The general performance level
varies with
diet
the weather
the moon
sunspots
the stars, some say
the headlines. perhaps
proximity to and frequency of contact with
others having matching psychic fields.
Along with particular shapes
and scars,
at times there are distinctive odors
sweat
dirty feet
farts
shit
piss
sexual arousal.
This body moves in ways
indicative of the mind within .
grunts and strains
dreams and aspirations
schemes and machinations
faults and laurels
tears and smiles
beliefs and curses
occ-cu-pa-tion
This is a oeing.
A human being.
There are many.
There is only one

photo by Robert Reck

by Larry Bortner
And afterwards we lay apart on the bed
our bodies emptied playgrounds.
The cities light fell through the window gate
(I had no curtains yet)

lightly
by Denny Kolakowski

Brothers to the jackal
We sat and watched the windmills turn .
Their splintered silhouettes.
Later we helped the tower burn ,
It warmed our bones this cold night.
See us on freer days ;
The stench retreats, we eat well.
See us on warmer nights;
Owned by the stars
(their sweet white power).
Brothers to the jackal we scavenge the world;
Our dignity spat and snarled,
Arrogance in our cold eye.
by Robert Marcum

I

.

I imagined you often with her; the girl with hair
like low-burning fire, and skin like cool milk. I
imagined you close to here, your smiles tangled, your
bodies colliding like sleek rockets in the skies
above my head , debris dropping into my eyes like
shooting stars.
At my place
it was cold .
The room seemed to fallout
from beneath , from around me:
I was very stoned.
We could feel the cat's fur
from across the floor
the stripes rising like smoke rings
from his tail.
I wanted to tell you then , to touch me
Maybe I did
but I couldn 't tell my thoughts
from my words .
I also didn't know
you were shy.
by Liz Marrifino

I must have worn my black dress
wherever you tossed it
it was invisible in the half-lit room
Underwear hung whitely on the chair
You said, it's always awkward at first
How could I tell you , I knew nothing
I was not the woman I seemed
I was never really, just-a-friend
all those times you confided
I had wanted this.
I was makebelieve, like New York moon light
It was a hot August night
We needed rain
and, yes, I was afraid.
by Liz Marrifino

Reviews
by Karla Hammond
Ordinary Things
ORDINARY THINGS by Jean Valentine. Far
rar. Straus. Girous. 1974. 47 pp. $3.95 paper
back.
Since the publication of hec first work
DREAM BARKER (1965) . critics. reviewers,
and other poets have spoken of Jean Valen
tine's poetry as a work of contrasts (radiance
and darkness) mainfest of a singular fused vis
ion and speech patterns mingling passion, ter
ror and wit with calm and sorrow. It is at least
all of these. While many have noted the spar
sity and succinctness of her diction. few have
acknowledged that such balance and precision
are the control and sensibility of an ac
complished poet: to separate the wheat from
'the chaff (the extraneous) . Valentine .
·moreover, utilizes another dimension: a perva
sive consciousness of the interrelationship
among the arts-music, drama. poetry, photo
graphy . etc . Her images are photographic
icons and give one the sense of immediacy
and time arrested. There is atso present the
brilliance and clarity that we have come to as
sociate with this medium, at its best. In her
earlier PILGRIMS. there is the "Photograph of
Delmore Schwartz." This poem speaks of
another theme relevant to the poet's vision
terror and fragmentation: "no one should be so
unhappy,/holding his hands out,/ but his arms
are missing from the shoulders down,/ his right
side's gone. his mouth's/flaking like a mirror,
still/ photograph of your childhood.I your son."
Again and again in the later poems (third
collection-ORDINARY THINGS) we are im
pressed by the mystery and fear of living at the
precipice of life : " Right after her birth they
crowded in ,/ into the white room huge tall
masks/ of women's faces" and death: "then
who knows/ when you murder things like that/
who comes in and takes over" ("Anaesthesi
a"). Elsewhere there is the sense of fragmen
tation as recaptured in "Susan's Photograph:
'Jean-Summer 1972' " : " I am the razor that
has been put away. also/ the wrist in the
photograph ,/ and-lately- also the photo
grapher". Central to Valentine's craft is the
twenty-third line of this poem (a paraphrase of
a line from a letter of Rilke's to a Young Poet):
" -even in prison you would have your
childhood-" What Valentine affirms is the pri
macy of the past, the isolation of the present; it
i s an avowal wh ich considers behavior:
"Schoolboy!/ the filthiest boy ever made.I or
blessed . . . oh curled black/ shivering
freak!/ 0 my stone God quicksand Eternity!' "
("The Child Jung" -PILGRIMS), emotion: " It is
like a fitting room only/ with eight or nine/ mir
rors instead of three-" ("This Hate") and per
sonal history: " It's as if/ if I answer your letter
I'll have to show them/ my passport: New York,
October./
Other friends,/ another life. It's as if I could
choose" (" Fidelities"). Valentine's work trans
cends the frames of these photographs, snap
shots ("Your face/ turned into a snapshot of
y our f ace, one / fro m five years ago " 
"Fidehties")-"now I see you look up, outside
the frame-/ this room here, friends, a table, a
book or two,/ paper, see you have all you nee
d" ("Susan's Photograph: 'Jean-Summe r
1972' " ). In "Outside the Frame," the poet ad
dresses herself to reality with the countering
pulse and cadence(s) of some of her finest
work:

It is enough, now, anywhere
with everyone you love there to talk to.
And to listen.
Slowly we can tell each other some things
about our lives:
runs, rests. brief resolutions; falls, and
lulls ;
hard joyful runs, in certainty; dull, sweet
durances. human silences;
look back in at the children,
the regular, neutral flicker of their blood;
pale. solemn,
long-legged animal-gods in their sleep,
growing into their lives. in their sleep.
What her poetry reveals is a belief in con
tinuity (" After Elegies," "After Elegies(2) ,"
" Forces," " Forces (2)," etc.) and the cohe
siveness of a powerful, controlling imagination.
Hers is a perception which recognizes the
tangential and interconnecting relationships
among the arts. " Couvre-Feu : after Paul
Eluard" is an example of this. It is appropriate
that Valentine should recall Eluard, founder of
the Sur realist Movement. for a number of Val
entine's poems display the skill of translating
abstractions and intangibles into concrete
symbols: dream, survival, politics, time, etc.
While her poems may prove difficult on a first
reading because of the complexity of the sub
jects she chooses to interpret and the elusive
ness of language, there is little intimidating in
·the lyricism and intensity of her poetics. She
creates a finely wrought line-compelling in its
psychological suggestivity and the result is the
antinomies Adrienne Rich has referred to as "a
special kind of blackness and a special kind of
radianco." There is nothing ordinary or banal
about ORDINARY THINGS. There is, instead.
the capacity to visualize universal experience
in terms of the individual as mystical and un
ique!

The Work is Innocent
THE WORK IS INNOCENT by Rafael Yg
lesi as . Doubleday, 1976. 156 pp . $6 .95
hardback.
It is extraordinary to encounter a young au
thor of twenty-two who has published not one
but two fine novels! Ygles ias ' earlier work
HIDE FOX, AND ALL AFTER has been com
pared to Salinger's CATCHER IN THE RYE
and Hesse's DEMIAN. THE WORK IS INNO
CENT eludes such easy comparison not be
cause it isn't again centered on a youthful
protagonist-it is- but because the voice has
matured and the vision is unique. There are a
number of generalities in this work: adolescent
characters , preoccupation{s) w i th
heterosexuality/homosexuality, the difficulty of
maintaining stable relationships, a weariness
with rote. institutional education, an aversion to
urban living with the impossibility of fi nding
roots and purpose in a rural setting. It is the
specifics, however, which intrigue me-the in
si ghts of the precocious sixteen year o ld ,
Richard Goodman. The reader is likely to fi nd a
younger Yglesias in the person of Goodman.
He is a credible, likeable fellow despite verbal
skirmishes with his parents. irritability and self
imposed isolation from others (Genius con
dones human fraility!)
Interestingly, Yglesias chooses a quotation
from Howell's YEARS OF MY YOUTH in pre
facing his novel. One line is seminal: "No man.
unless he puts on the mask of fiction. can show
his real face or the will behind it." Yglesias in

assuming the disguise of the conteur provides
us with these crucial realities'This novel is about the humiliation of
being an adolescent. Adolescents see
themselves through the eyes of others. as
actors do. but without any control over the
image projected for them. The main charac
ter is conscious of this. and the novel. in one
sense. is a chronicle of his submitting to.
and. at other times . breaking out of. the
image imposed on him. His inconsistency.
hysteria. and arrogance all arise from this
trap : h is consciousness of hi s place .
superiority to it, and his inability to break
free of it.
'The prolonged absence of his parents
and of his school exist because the usual
i mage of fourteen-year-olds had to be
shocked away by portraying him as inde
pendent of the institutions that rule his life
in a word. as he really is.·
Yglesias also enables us to understand what
success can mean at such an early age-its
expectany fulfilled : " He washappier but only m
the gentle way that a cool breeze gives relief.
What really pleased him was the four thousand
dollars they were to give him. It made him in
dependent. it freed him from school." its tem
porariness: " It was an exhilerating high. like
nothing else he had experienced. and its col
lapse was terrible. He took it. physically. as
badly as if it were a hangover." For the crux of
the problem is that: " Richard couldn't accept
that a year's work and a year's wait-a whole
life of anticipation-were over in four weeks."
Finally. the aftermath : " He felt queasy and
ready to cry. He wanted to say how scared.
how incompetent he felt to live up to this life.
this deadening progression of success."
What does the title mean?- that one has
made the ultimate sacrifice without psycholog
ical impairment because what was done was
accomplished with honesty and compassion. It
is a sacrifice which permits the indiv idual
closer scrutiny of human nature and an incisive
evaluation of one 's goals and di rect ives .
Goodman has accepted Howells' premise that
one must cleave to this world-its peoples. its
possessions-if he/she is to know "achieve
ment and advancement. " By confronting him
self. Goodman no longer suffers the need to
improve himself.
With an uncanny eye for the intricacies of
family life governed by political and personal
philosophies. filial ties. etc.. Yglesias has given
us a novel in the working tradition of biography
and in so doing has depicted the essence of
his own autobiography!

CASE HISTORY OF THE ANGRY MAN

THE CHALLENGER
He scorns a watch,
not wanting to be
a prisoner of time,
letters lie upon
his bu reau unopened
for days . . .
He fights for some
control of his universe
ls he wrong?
by Ruth Wildes Schuler

SUPPORT GROUP

by Ruth Wildes Schuler
We sip the comfortable air
of our meeting. The slow train
hauls in the afternoon.

AIRPORT

We wait. The room
cannot hold its shape.
The door forgets
to go out.
Our feet
loom before us like dangerous beasts.

After the plane leaves, nobody waving
wants to go on, to acknowledge
the dreary business of living on.

Bring, door!
Fall, walls!

A woman tries to photograph love
escaping from a tower,
but in her picture, grief, instead,
blasts out of two small holes.

Each of us gradually waves
away the name of the country we run from.

It says in the glass sky that someone
doesn't love Connie Sue.

by Susan Scibetta
by Susan Scibetta

Beneath the Smoke Rings
BEN.,EATH THE SMOKE RINGS by Paul F.
Fericano. Dithyramb Poetry Series no. 1.
1976. 36 pp.
Composed in a convers ational. tongue
daggered-in-check, tone. Paul Fericano's BE
NEATH THE SMOKE RINGS reminds me of
what I like best in Bukowski and Benedikt: per
sonal hi sto ry, scenes of low-life contrasted
with surrealism and narrative detail (i.e., "Man
Dies But Beard Keeps Growing").
Fericano. however. is a separate phenome
non. In some respects. his poetry is the logical
conclusion to projectionist verse in the 1970's:
a free running line unmarred by punctuation,
cliche, or sentimentality ; reminiscent of
stream-of-consciousness:

His mother,
aunts and grandmothers
waited upon him . ..
He married because
he didn't like to pick up
his own clothes.
He didn't like children,
but had some,
horrified to find
that just supporting them
wasn't considered enough by people .
He didn't approve of
education for women , minorities,
or change.. .
. .
. .
He insisted on remaining God 1n his castle,
and although the Emancipation
Proclamation was declared in 1863,
no one ever told him
that the slaves
had been set free!

photo by Robert Reck

DIALECTIC IN TWO PARTS

PAINTING OF A GIRL WITH BRAIDS

I. In Memorium

I paint her
as I see her
as I've seen
her all these
many years, as

In the begining the only
one you are likely to fear
is yourself because you are
not without motive. Union

Modigliani saw
herin1917.
His sad face
braided girl.
She is a poem

invites deception. I call
it starting over. It is
its own necessity. I call
it convention: this casual

a mirror of
his pathos.
Dr. & Mrs.
Ernest Kahn
who bought

meeting of the minds & the
words games play. Where
flesh grazes surer touch
it has its own expectations

her some years
later must have
been as moved
as I by the
doleful/wistful

& needs less telling than
one pretends to say.
II . I Am What I See

eyes.as I
painting her
some fifty
years later.
Of what his

she who can not
know it, sees it.
She, in seeing, will
never know that mirrors

visions were or
what their reasons
were for buying his
doe-eyed girl we can
only guess but the

walk a quiet lie for
seven year's penance.
Seeing is only sight
obscured at best but

beryl trance of eyes,
the softly parting
lips tell a narrative
clearly of nostalgia
& unrelieved regret.

duly rendered knowledge is
light slowly going inward.
by Karla Hammond

Don't Seduce Mrs.
Mazola~s Daughter
by Kenneth Dunbar
ONE FINE DAY
All morning I watched
the sun heat the hay
to a warm cosmetic glow
then move on to finger
trees & stones worn smooth
through with heat & lust
for other days. This laying on of hands. Noon is
like a stranger's hot breath
stale. long held back that
lasts when you least need it.
There Is no release in its
citrine face. It delights
in such lechery. Then after
noon is a kindness. a friend
bringing you to sea for the
first time where skin is cool
glass & the only sound is a
sail's whisper going home.
Then you'd never leave.
by Karla Hammond

by Karla Hammond

OVERCAST FOR BOB (CREELEY)

WORDS OF THE MORNING

CONTINUITY

clouds pelvic sky
white hips shining
go Siamese
then twist
their separate ways
a simple act
of sex
this pattern -

Here-tiger lilies.
The cool and emerald prairie
seems to flow on the clouds.
I live by listening
to the flute of meadowlarks;
their songs twinkle.
A chartreuse sun
ricochets off
creek rocks
and the white bones
of a forgotten mermaid.

by Karla Hammond

Filtering sun's warmth
these crimson tamaracks
cast broken shadows
on a clump of marigolds.
A bluejay gives morning scold .

Noontime, old rhythms
sweep up, curving
over the mad dance
of the wind.
by C . M. Buckaway

by C. M. Buckaway

In early twilight
the heads of the hard-ripe wheat
are burnished with gold;
and from a red clover field
honey scent of new mown hay.
by C . M. Buckaway

We lay for a time
on the edge of sleep
and watch night
slip into day.
Trucks with
tumble-dash drivers
rattle on the street outside.
Our hearts
are fire-fountains.
But what do we know
of this sweet life?
Here we are. slope-shouldered,
talking.
hollow-eyed
but intent.
You stub your cigarette
and let ashes flare
to burn my voice.
How great our words
balancing the scales
of love and laughter.
by C. M. Buckaway
r

The young man stood under the window and
looked out over the back yard. On the other
side of the wall against which he was leaning
was his mother standing at the sink, doing the
dishes. He knew she was looking out the win
dow. straining to see where he'd gone. Just as
sure as he would know a search light was shin
ing through the window. casting a column of
white light upon the lawn. He had come out to
escape her.
She liked to find useless little things for him
to do, looking at,solutely wounded 1f she ever
caught him just sitting and listening to music or
reading a book. He came out occasionally to
wan der around and maybe pull a few weeds
out of his mother's vegetable garden. Today
he crept away from the window and walked
over to the lilacs that lined one border of the
property. They needed trimming . seeing as
how they"d already bloomed. He looked out
across the neighbors yard . knowi ng he' d
never trim them .
Then the neighbor's back door slammed and
he looked up. A young girl appeared among
the lilac bushes and walked toward a big
maple tree that sat in the middle of her yard .
She plopped herself down in a chair that was
set under it. put her dnnk on the ground and
opened her book in her lap.
He had never seen a girl so breath-takingly
beautiful. She had brown hair the shade of
mahogany. and It fell down her back in curling
ribbons that twned gold in the sunlight. She
had a round face. though not fat. and huge
brown eyes. Her skin was unblemished and its
pallor accented by the reddish tint of her hair.
Her body curved subtly under her clothes . and
her smooth brown legs protruded from a pair of
cut-offs she was wearing .
He stood . up to his ankles in grass his
mother had asked him to cut. letting cool
breeze glide over him. not daring to touch the
bushes for fear she might hear the rustling and
look up. Here was an oasis; in the midst of an
intolerable world of noise and vulgarity. here
was something soothing.
Suddenly his own back door creaked open
and slammed shut. and when he turned
around. he saw his mother staring at him. hold
ing a bucket of trash. Her face was screwed up
with ultimate suspicion. and her mouth was
open. as 1f she were ready to call him. " What
are you doing over there?" she asked.
Ha assumed a relaxed pose. ''There was an
interesting bird up in that tree." he said. " I've
never seen one hke it." He directed his voice
carefully. facing away so the girl wouldn 't hear.
She strained forward and saw around the
lilac branches that were waving in the breeze.
" Yes." she said. eyes widening as she saw the
girl. 'Tm sure you haven't." She went to empty
the trash and clamored back inside. He fol
lowed her in sheepishly, and the minute she
put the trash can down she said. " You stay
away from that girl. That Mrs. Mazola's daugh
ter and she' s the sweetest thing that ever
came out of that family."
" I was just looking at her," he mumbled.
" When I came out." she agreed. " But who
knows what would've happened if I hadn't."
''Whats the matter wi th you?" he yelled. fi
nally exploding. 'Ever since I came home

you've been nit-picking me to death. Do you
realize. in the two weeks I've been here we
haven t had one civil conversation ? You've
been treating me 1ike I wa s a compl e te
stranger:·
Mrs. Iddings peered at him. "I know w hat
those two men taught you while you was living
aw ay from home. With their ideas going
through your head you're not fit to live in my
house anymore. It's only because you got laid
off that I let you come back at all.•·
"What things did they teach me ?" he asked.
"How am I different now th an I was before?"
" I don·t want to talk about it. " she said, wav
ing him away.
He stood in the middle of the kitchen floor.
hands clenched. trying to figure it out. "I still
play the same records. " he shouted after her.
" I still read the art books." He heard the slam
of the screen door. and knew his mother had
gone out to sit on the front porch.
The next day. just about the time she had
come out the day before . he went down to the
lilacs with a pair of hedge clippers and began
to trim them. He boldly dropped cuttings into
her yard . looking anxiously up to the back
door. waiting fo r her arrival. This day she was
late. He'd put on what he considered his most
attractive sports shirt. but It hung off him .
soaked with sweat as he worked. His hair.
which he had neatly combed . was tangled by
the wind and clung to his sweaty forehead in
thick, curling strands. Salty tears dribbled off
his neck and into his collar. He pushed the hair
out of his eyes with his palm and found his
forehead remarkable cold. His head was
throbbing in the sun 's heat.
At a quarter to four . when he was about
ready to collapse from heat prostration. she
emerged jauntily from the house. stirring !JP a
cool breeze as she came.
He set the clippers gently down In the grass.
Then. grabbing the rake . he walked up to the
property line . around the hedge and im
mediately into her back yard. "Hey. · he called.
" Do you care if I come into your yard to rake up
the cuttings I dropped?" The girl shook her
head and went back to her book. He remained
standing just inside the yard. and began aim
lessly to rake up some of the branches. His
hands shook as he held the rake. and cold
chills r~m up and down his sweaty back. He
smiled to himself, proud of his ingenuity. Then
he gazed at her. and was completely entr
anced. Her curving breasts. her high cheek
bones. the way her hair curled around her
shoulders caught him and he could do nothing
but stare at her. Finally. he got ahold of him
self. and went into his carefully prepared con
versation. "It sure is hot," he said loudly.
though pleasantly.
She seemed to ignore him, then startled.
looked up. ''I'm sorry, what did you say?" She
had a slight drawl; one of her parents had
probably come from the South.
"I said it sure is hot out. isn't it?" He grinned.
"Yes. These days. all I want to do is sit out
under this tree." She adjusted herself nerv
ously in the chair. and '!hen began again to
read
"I know. I've seen you out here before."
"You have?" she asked. '"It's a wonder you

can see anything at all over th ose bushes.''
Well ,'' he said sheepishly. ·1 found a hole to
look through.'
Why did you do that " she asked.
He looked down at th e clippings. totally em
barrassed. He began raking again and when
he glanced at her. she was smiling widely. En
couraged. he as ked "Is that a good boo k
you're reading?" Suddenly a whining voice
cried out from the lddings back door lo where
he was standing.
" Leeeeeeeeeeeonnnnnaaaaaaarrrrrd 1"
"I don't recognize the author.'-' he said. peer
ing at the cover. " I'm in the middle of this book
by Ernest Hemmingway--"
" Leonard! Answer me!"
" I think your mother is calling you ." the girl
said. pointing past his shoulder.
He whirled around. " What is it?" he roared.
He could see his mother through the waving
branches. standing by the back porch. " I want
you to come over here and plunge out the
kitchen sink. I'm not strong enough ." She
slam-banged back inside.
He turned and stomped away. "Hey!" the girl
called out as he retreated . "You left your rake
here." He went back. sighing. and retrieved it.
He didn't bother looking at her, she'd be read
ing again. as if nothing had happened.
He swung the back door open wide and
stepped in. " I am not unclogging your god
dammed sink!" he shouted.
She caught him by the sleeve as he went
through the kitchen. " I told you to stay away
from that girl," she said.
He pulled away _ " I don't see why," he said
boldly.
"That girl has lived in her parents· house for
all of her life, and she is ignorant ," she said
urgently. · Her mother told me how easily men
have seduced her; she seemed to think she's
asking for 11, but I think she is just plain naive.
When I was having trouble with my arthritis she
came over and helped me with the canning just
as nice as can be. So. if you're looking for a
girl. then you go out to some bar. but you leave
our neighbors alone!"
" I was just going to talk to her." he yelled.
" How many times do I gotta tell you that? She
likes to read so I thought I'd talk to her about
books."
" You really expect me to believe that. after
you·ve been away from home with those two
men? I know what goes on in men's minds. "
she said. nodding assuredly. ·'And I know you
have things you'd like to do better than talk to
girls about books. "
" I had no such desires." he shouted . "It was
the furthest thing from my mind." He stood be
fore her trembling. with his fists clenched. His
mother looked at him. suddenly alarmed.
" Well." she said. "why not?"
" It just seems all wrong," he said. sitting
himself down heavily in a kitchen chair.
" Bob and Norman used to go out
every Saturday night to get drunk and pick up
girls. I went with them once. but I couldn't do it
All I wanted was to talk to somebody and forget
about all the rest. They knew I wasn't making 11
with any of them. so they threw me out be
cause they thought I was a queer...
"But you were laid otf.'' she said.
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"I just happened to be laid off at the same
time. that's all. It had nothing to do with my job.
Bob was laid off for a month before I came, and
he still stayed. No. th~y thought they had me
figured as soon as they saw my books and
records. And when I didn't go out. they thought
they had positive proof."
"But you do like girls. don't you?" she asked.
" I don't know." he said hopelessly. "I don't
feel anything when I see a girl or when one
brushes past me,.like other guys do. I've tried
and tried but nothing happens. I'm just ready to
give up on the whole business. It never much
appealed to me anyway."
His mother looked down upon him with a
pained expression. She rubbed her hands
nervously and tried to think of something to
say. "Well." she said. " I guess we're going to
have to do something about it." He looked up.
"I mean. you can't go through life being ac
cused of being homosexual . especially when
you're not." She pronounced homosexual as
"homosaxual. "
"What do you mean?" he asked.
. .' It's ju~t that. I think." she cleared her throat
and averted her eyes. "I can help you over
your problem. "
"What did you have in mind?" He looked at
her with more shock than interest.
"Listen," she said, sitting down at the table.
" You want to fit 1n don't you? You can't go
through life being a misfit. especially when you
and I both know you're not." She glanced at
him to see 1f he had comprehended, but he
was still puzzled. " It's just a matter of learning
what to do with girls is all. And believe me. I'm
not talking about the discussion of books." She
stared at him, wide-eyed and emphatic.
"Well I don't know," he said lamely. "I just
wanted to be friends. I wasn't too concerned
about this other business--"
"You have to be concerned," she said. "Or
else they'll call you all sorts of bad names. And
there's no hiding it. Sex is just one of those
things that is always out in the open, and
people will know whether you get along well
with the ladies or not." She got up and went to
the refrigerator. "God, I wish your father was
alive to help you with this," she complained.
"You know," she said, turning around, "if he
had been here none of this would ever have
happened. You'd know what to do."
That night at dinner they decided upon a
course of action.
The next day he went down to the hedges. at
her insistence without a shirt on, and started
trimming the lilacs . She had liked his plan
about getting to her using the trimming as an
excuse. But she warned him "You remember
what I told you about her though . She's very
ignorant, so you make sure nothing will go
wrong." The way she said "wrong" Leonard
knew exactly what she was talking about. She
watched her son go off into the yard, his broad,
slim back' glistening in the hot sun, and hurried
into the bedroom. She took off her shoes and
got up on the bed to see out the window. She
could see the tree under which the girl usually
sat, and she could see her son working on the
border.
The girl came out on time, and waved to him
when she saw him. When he came up to the
end of the hedges she invited him to join her
under the tree.
"Do you believe this weather?" she
exclaimed. "It's absolutely gorgeous. I was tel
ling my mother this morning now don't you go
fixing me a big breakfast in this heat, because I
just couldn't take it. How are you?" she asked,
smiling engagingly.
"All right," he gulped. Her closeness over
whelmed liim.
"Is that all? Can't do any better than 'all

right,' huh? I feel just fine. My parents have
gone for the day and I have the entire house to
myself this evening. Oh yes,'' she said, yawn
ing into the sun. "This is a beautiful day. With
that old bitch of a mother of mine gone I can do
anything I ·want. How do you feel about
mothers. Lenny?"
"They're okay," he rasped. "I never had any
complaints against them."
"Then you're one of the very few," she said.
pointing a finger at him. "All my friends it's all
they can talk about is their mothers." She
picked up a pack of cigarettes from the grass.
She pulled one out and stuck it in her mouth
and asked " You got a light?" He shook his
head and she brought out a pack of matches.
She threw them to him. "Do the honors ." she
said. He struck a match and stuck it up against
the cigarette, and soon she was puffing away.
She flicked her auburn hair out of her eyes.
"Take mine for instance. We had this big ar
gument the other day because I wanted to
have one teensy little party in the basement.
She said ' No! You 'll wreck the basement!'
When I pointed out to her that the basement
was already wrecked she started in on that I
shouldn ' t be associating with my friends.
They're all below me or something. And when I
tell her she liked them all fine a few weeks ago
when they dropped by for my birthday party,
then the truth comes out. She says we're all
gonna start smoking pot and drinking beer and
she didn't want that to go on in our basement.
Well, " she said, tapping her cigarette. "what
could I say? She was absolutely right!" She
tipped her head back and laughed. "The old
bag hit it right on the head!
"I might invite some friends over tonight,"
she said, "But then. I might just invite you
over." A slow smile crept over her face.
"Would you like that?"
He smiled back at her, embarrassed. but
she seemed to take it as an affirmative answer.
She shooed him back to his work and went
inside. "Come around about seven," she
shouted to him down in the yard.
He couldn'f eat dinner that night he was so
nervous. His hand shook when he tried to cut
the meat and he dribbled milk all down his chin
when he drank. "Well, you won't have to worry
abo~t being careful with that girl," his mother
snorted. "She'll be careful. Mrs. Mazola was
right all along." She noticed her son spilling
milk all over his shirt front. "I've never seen you
in such a state," she said. "There's nothing to
be afraid of. I'm convinced she'll be able to
teach you everything." She was as delighted
about the prospect as she was disgusted by it.
"Will you quit saying things like that? She
was very nice, and interesting to listen to. I
liked her."
Oh, come on Leonard," she said. "I'll give
you that she's pretty. but she's hardly anything
more than just an oversexed highschool girl.
Will you get your head out of the clouds?"
"It may surprise you, but people in high
school think about more than just sex."
" I never said they didn't," she assured him,
wide-eyed. "It's just that they're more likely to
think about sex than other things."
"I wasn't,'' he said.
That's because your father died," she said.
"If he had lived. you.'d of been like everyone
else.''
"It still seems wrong," he said.
"It won't after you visit with that girl. Then
you'll be just like everyone else."
He sighed and shook his head . "I hope
you're right."
"I know I'm right," she said confidently, and
settled back in her chair. "You don't want to go
through life being called homosexual, just be
cause you were never taught about sex?"

"No." he admitted. "I'm sure I'd hate that.''
But even to himself he didn't sound sure.
At two minutes to seven he changed into his
more attractive leisure clothes; his mother had
washed his sport shirt. and he wore this and a
comfortable pair of jeans. He was on his way
out the door. his mother sitting indifferently,
watching Candid Camera. when he turned
around. He started searching through the
stack of books on the coffee table for one of his
art books.
"What are your doing?" his mother asked.
sitting up.
" Looking for my book on Rembrandt. Where
did you put it?"
" What do you want that for?" she asked.
'Tm going to take 11 with me and show it to
her. I'm not going to try to be something I'm
not " He went over to the t v and dislodged the
stack of newspapers. He found the wide . flat
book underneath and put It under his arm.
" She'll think you're homosexual." she said.
standing up. " You can't take 1t." He was al
ready on his way out the door. "What'II my
bridge clug say?" she shouted after him.
He stepped up to her front porch, bathed m
yellow light from the living room. He rapped on
the door. and heard soft music playing from
somewhere in the house . She came to the•
door. dressed In jeans and blouse. and asked
him to come in. " Make yourself comfortable,"
she said breathlessly. indicating the couch. "I'll
be back in just a minute.'' She came out with
two glasses and · a bottle of white wine. She
poured them each a full glass and sat down
next to him on the couch. " Have you been liv
ing with your mother very long?" she asked.
taking her drink. "I haven't noticed you around
here before." The scant light and soft music
haq. subdued her. Her hair shimmered as she
talked to him. and her eyes caught and held his
own. Her blouse clung to her and enamored
her body with a soft. yellow film.
" I rented an apartment with two other guys
for about a month . but then I got laid off so I
had to come back home." He took a big swal
low of wine. and then rasped. " I haven't seen
you around here before. did you just move in?"
" A few months ago. Isn't that funny how we
just missed each other?"
He held the book in his lap. and suddenly
became aware of it. " I brought this over," he
said. turning it around and opening it. " I
thought maybe you'd like to look at it."
She looked at the book. then smiled at him
delightedly. " I'd rather not." she told him, "but
later on maybe we could."
Abruptly. she put her dnnk down and laid her
hand on his stomach. He became rigid. "My
parents won't be back till at least twelve." she
said . sticking her face up to his. "so we have
plenty of time if you want to talk. "
She took the book away from him and drop
ped it on the floor. Then she kisse'1 him hard
on the mouth . Suddenly she was all over
him-unbuttoning his shirt. pulling him down
off the couch. kissing and licking his face like a
zealous dog. She shoved her hand inside his
shirt and he yanked it out. He turned his head
away and she started kissing his neck. "Will
you stop it?" he blurted out. She got on top of
him and pushed him down to the floor. He
struggled for a moment and then. grabbing her
around the waist. rolled her over so that he
was on top, Then. he pinned her arms. rose up
and ran to the front door.
"You're revolting!" he shouted. He ran out
side.
She followed him to the door. and with her
glowing red hair flying. filled the quiet evening
with a string of four-letter words that Leonard's
mother could hear standing on her bed. at the
bedroom window.

SING AND DANCE
Sing to the Rainbow Goddess.
Who defies the clouds,
and uses the rain for her own colorful deeds.
Dance to the Moon Goddess.
Who creates a pearly mystery of the night,
and brightens the landscape softly, silently.
Prisms paint the temple walls.
Spiders spin shadows in the corners.
And I sing and dance in the courtyard
under the warm eyes of their brother.

Come here loverboy . . .
Wrap me in your hardened body
Entwine my fire in your darkn~ss
Let me burn within the protective
shadow of your earthen hearth
Come with me to the cove
Where I have prepared for us
a bed of kindling
I have gathered from the forest
Ample fuel for a fire never ending.
by Velva G. Hinkle

by Velva G. Hinkle

Misinterpretations
CATHEDRALS
Stacked,
stone upon stone
grey weathered walls reaching,
spires grasping the heavens.
Sheltered within the inner sanctum,
a cool darkness,
enclosing silence
like deep wells.
stillness swallowing footsteps
like water enveloping a pebble.
Echoing ripples
lap at the door.
by Velva G. Hinkle

It's my laugh I'll miss the most.
That part of me that only spoke
When you were my ~u~ience.
I'll pack it away and tie 1t
up with strings
of all those ~hings
That walked into the room
With thoughts of you
And all the times I'd planned
To twist my fingers in your hair
I'll put it thereBeside my bits and pieces of you
That made me laugh for a while
But now have withered and dried
And lost their power to amuse me
Or even make me smile.
by Deni Chasteen
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Our Bodies, Ourselves
Another Perspective
by Dennis Geehan

Our Bodies Ourselves
by Boston Women's Health Book Collective
Increasingly apparent in our society whose
sexual values are in chaos is the outcry of
women for understanding not only from men
but also from women who have remained out
of touch with themselves. Our Bodies, Ourse
lves by the Boston Women's Health Collective
Is a community property. Is the culmination of
years. no . . . centuries of suppressed feel
ings. passions. hostilities, and misgivings that
reflect the final realization that many women
have been shortchanged.
The book, according to an author's note on
the cover, is written by and for women. In stat
ing that the book is one for women, however,
Our Bodies, Ourselves is guilty of alienating
the audience it might serve just as well-the
men. This particular limitation was the book's
major drawback. Just how men are ever going
to understand the individual woman and her
needs will remain difficult as long as this sort of
ethnocentric feminism continues.
My own sets of male values were developed
largely in adolescence. A lack of open com
munication with women as equals while grow
ing left me shortchanged and frankly pre
judiced in some of my dealings with women.
Our Bodies, Ourselves is an impressive effort
before readers to openly discuss amongst
women their feelings about themselves, other
women and men.
Perhaps the most striking facet of the book
is its emotional charge. There is much anger
and resentment expressed in the book's open
ing chapter, "Our Changing Sense of Self."
The first section examines the essence of
womanhood. The authors feel that they have
been done a disservice, having been forced by
men into passive, submissive, non-productive
roles with few channels for actively and crea-

tively expressing themselves.
Many women see themselves within the
context of a relationship with one or several
men and find themselves defined in terms of
their relationships rather than being seen as
individuals. It was not until the authors
gathered independently of men to analyze
womanhood that their frustrations were finally
vented. Our Bodies, Ourselves is intensely in
trospective and subjective. There is good
cause for such expression in a book designed
to help put readers in touch with their own iden
tities. I found particularly helpful the section on
"Rediscovering Our Separateness" which
pointed out women's parallel need for privacy
and self-integrity. In this chapter I found myself
defined in terms of relationships too.
The section on "Anatomy and Physiology of
Reproduction and Sexuality" was treated in a
personal manner. The authors offer a reflec
tion on their own physical hangups. Some
women, for example, find that their genitals are
repulsive aesthetically and they rarely, if ever.
are given to intense self-examination of their
bodies in a sensually explorative manner.
By the time I had reached the third chapter
on "Sexuality", I was wondering how women
dealt with their emerging sexuality. Many girls
had been sheltered from information on
menstruation or had even been teased about
it, not only by peers, but also by their own pa
rents. One woman recalled, "The books I sent
away for explaining menstruation arrived in
plain brown wrapper. My father got them first,
and taunted me by holding them over his head
so that they were out of my reach."
There was also a gentle quality to the chap
ter in the case of a woman who while bathing
with her daughter took care to explain about
her sexual organs by first showing her own to"
the girl. They they explored her daughter's own
organs in an open and straightforward manner

that sacrificed no tenderness at the cost of
practical knowledge.
The virgin-whore concept was another topic
examined to which I found myself relating from
high school days. "All the guys" wanted to ball
"the class whore" to gain experience in sex
that they could pass on to "virgin wives." The
double-standard is immediately apparent and
the labeling process must have infringed upon
many women's rights to uncompromising
exercise of self-determ1nat1on in their sexual
growth.
These first chapters of Our Bodies, Ourse
lves develop the concept of womanhood in
sexual terms from the very intuitive 'who am I?'
to the physical and developmental aspects of
female sexuality. The women ask questions
about the nature of relationships, their struc
ture and requirements-fixed or variable. They
even ask themselves whether or not sex is
necessary on a continuing basis with a lover,
asserting the need for personal self
exploration to redefine one's own sexuality on
occasion. They voiced the need to search out
one's own identity apart from the constriction
of a consuming relationship with another.
It would be impossible within this space to
exhaustively chronicle the feelings I experi
enced 1n reading Our Bodies, Ourselves. Par
ticularly interesting were the sections which
discussed sexuality, relationships. lesbianism
and childbearing . The book was well organized
and offered illustrations with both academic
and aesthetic appeal. Written simply, the book
is interjected with italicized personal reflections
that illustrate particular points. It is a book I
would recommend to both men and women.
Reading 11 demonstrated how out of toucll with
women's feelings I was. Our Bodies. Ourse
lves proved a rare opportunity to share. em
pathize and grow in human liberation with wo
men.

A GIFT TO THE BLIND
here. look
at what
i've brought
you liquid
phrases which
will spill
from your
fingers like
a hand
full of
vinegar
by Kathleen Charnock

CUTTING AN ORANGE
ON THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY
OF MY HYSTERECTOMY

ARMY WIFE
we lived in barstow the desert's belly button
the baby and i watched cable tv every day
our one room was so clean the ugliness almost disappeared
he gambled in vega~ whored in tijuana
i was seventeen and afraid of the gas oven
sometimes when it opened its mouth
i wanted to feed it
by Kathleen Charnock

If you hold one firmly
in your left hand
palm cupping
its thick-skinned symmetry
you can be reasonably certain
that the knife
you hold in your right
will bisect it cleanly
go ahead:
poke out all the seeds
they are tiny eyes
a blind orange
no longer needs
by Kathleen Charnock

ancient
like the crust
on the lips
of a
boy king
fingering the
bones with
culture eyes
a prayer
sealed in the
mouth
waiting for
that
flash of
deliverance
that comes every
two
thousand years
wrapped
in sins
cleaned out
sockets
staring up
daring the gods
to come
back
down and have
another look
("Tour of Egypt In A Glass Case")

-An ear for internal rhythm. an eye for rhetoric.
Fericano is sharply critical of the way things
are:
where you can bet your program
someone dressed to kill
will definitely be on hand
punching little air holes
for that great god in the box
and selling ice cold souls and hymnals
for less than a brand new song
("Deus Ex Machina" )
Fericano's most persuasive poem "Loading
the Revolver With Real Bullets This Time" is
heavy with irony, laced with humorous poig
nancy for the great late gurus of poetry: Edgar
Allen Poe, Rod McKuen. Allen Ginsburg,
Michael McClure. Walt Whitman. e.e. cum
mings, T.S. Eliot. and Carl Sandburg.
The poem usurps the gun. the revolver. the
pistol with the invective of language. conveys
the dynamics of social realism and culminates
in the poet's "Heritage":
the revolution
is a pistol .
loading.
george washington
smoking dope

•• • •
a discarded cartridge of
a revolution
burning the
hands of
an appeased people who
firmly believe that
america
still
has many buffaloes to
answer for
You'd better believe it!!!

Uncle Charlie, studying the dossier. " You
made eighty-two phone calls to this house and
none were returned. I like a man who never
gives up."
"Yes sir.''
"I need someone to cut my costs. I've got
accountants of course but their part of my
costs. You can start by firing members of my
staff who are coming up for raises and pen
sions. Move into the gardener's quarters Mon
day."
"Sir?" he said weakly.
" He's due for a pension in twenty-six days
and he smokes in the garage.''
"I get 1t.'' said Willie Burk. feeling vaguely
excited.
Uncle Charlie pushed a button and a row of
fish tanks parted revealing a map of the coun
try. "This is my Nitey Nile operation from coast
to coast. More motels are under construction in
Europe. South America and Canada . Red
flags tell me where my costs are killing me.
White flags where I'm running a little above the
break even point. Green are the well-balar;iced
money makers."
"How much does the job pay?"
" Fifty dollars a week plus room and board till
I see how you work out."
"What about fringe benefits?" asked Winie
Burk. feeling h€ was pressing his luck.
" Now you 're killing me."
" I'll think about it."
"Wise up. Willie Burk. Procrastination is the
road to failure. Get all the facts and then make
a decision. Lady Opportunity won 't wait."
Willie Burk admired her high cheekbones .
the way she walked. ''I'll do it." he said softly.
''I'll do It. " he said again.
uncle Charlie smiled broadly. a man who
had gotten what he wanted. " Cut my costs
around here and you'll go places. Willie Burk.
You'll be promoted to the field as a trouble
shooter. You'll travel on straight salary with an
expense account and nobody will know your
name.' Uncle Charhe limped behind the fish
tanks to make his exit. " The chauffeur will take
you home. Four dollars should cover the costs.
And remember. Willie Burk. cut my costs but
not too much. Remember my image. he re
minded before disappearing behind the bubbl
ing lights and plastic tubing.
Willie Burk followed the butler to the door.
glancing critically at himself In the full length
mirror In the vestibule. Uncle Charlie' s effi
ciency w as impressive. His money making or
ganization ground on making money. obeying
th e law s of monopoly. It hired a nd f ire d .
selected and rejected . He thought of the gar
dener. To ugh. he told himself. entering th e
limousine at the curb. It was a Dog Eat Dog
World. For costs." he growled at the chauf
feur. feeling the cnsp bills slip through his fin
gers.
He sat on the edge of the rear seat and prog
rammed the window. What the hell. he told
himself. I might as well relax. I'm paying for it.
He settled back and watched Norway maples
sl,de by in the dusk to the tune of Rhapsody in
Blue on the tape deck. A glowing button on the
rear of the front seat told him to PUSH. He
touched 11 cautiously and an automatic barten
der served him a scotch on the rocks with a
napkin. ·'Not bad." he said aloud. " I'd have pre
ferred bourbon but what the hell. He caressed
t he u ph o lst ery . Cheetah from an Africa n
safari? T here were definite possibilities . he as
sured himself. He'd fire the house staff incon
spicuously. close off rooms and tum down the
water heater. But there was a trick to it. he was
reminded. He'd always have to remember
Uncle Charlie's image.
His fingers came together in quiet contem
plation . It would be The Good Life. He'd be
promoted and travel incognito in shiny leased

Is That You Willie Burk?
(Is That Really You?)
by Blaine Luce
He was a rebel from the Wasp middle class.
searching for his star in the smog and fog of
big city commerce. In his eyes was the far off
expression of the dreamer still dreaming, the
visionary perplexed. He had the desire for total
commitment, for that which resists change re
gardless of cause. Yet there was the sugges
tion about him of the transient. of one expected
to move on short notice. There was too, in Wil
lie Burk. the polite-but-not-friendly demeanor
of his ancestors: the well-to-do. the better off.
the casual indifference of those unmoved by
sleeping infants.
At thirty-five he shared a tenement flat with
his wife and childhood memories of poached
egg breakfasts, Y.M.C.A . camps and day late
holiday greetings from distant relatives. He
washed his neck daily. The rent was overdue.
He wore a Brooks Brothers suit with a razor
crease and incessantly phoned a millionaire
uncle who was never in. By day express
elevators delivered him to anemic employment.
interviewers inside glass offices. By night he
worked the steam tables of a neighborhood
cafeteria, rushed home and made love by the
glare of the Exit sign on the expressway. Lori
cried and Willie Burk listened to the swishing
tires of the crosstown traffic.
"Goodbye, Willie Burk," she said one day. " I
Can't Wait Any Longer For Your Uncle To
Know You're Alive." Her eyes were moist. her
suitcases ready.
He embraced her but she pulled away. Willie
Burk studied the graceful neck, the high
cheekbones. Already she seemed like a
momento of the past, a beautiful visitor who
had been asked to leave. He watched her be
hind swing down the hallway with perfect coor
dination , past obscene drawings and garbage
sentinels beside each door. The poor kid, he
thought. what will she do without me?
She paused at the top of the stai rs and
turned allu.ringly, neat, trim and elegarlt as a
goddess.
" Goodbye," he said hoarsely. Willie Burk
saw the word FINIS on the strip of celluloid and
shut the door-gently.
He went to the window and looked out. It
was raining as he knew it would be, little
rivulets streaming down the panes. All he
needed now was the background music, he
told himself. For a moment he was undecided
whether to feel sorry for himself or face the
future. Alone, all alone, he sighed . He put him
self in the mood with Their Song on the
scratchy phonograph. He studied the faded
snapshot of his younger self and his bride on
their honeymoon, relived the Auld Lang Synes
and felt the return of the pioneer instinct-pure
and undomesticated . ~'Willie Burk goes it
alone." he said aloud. The sound of his voice
in the log cabin stillness was inspiring. He was
suddenly the Maker. of His Own Peace, the
Decider of His Decisions . He saw himself
going away anywhere, somewhere, shouting
goodbyes to old friends,' waiting impatiently in
side humid laundromats and ordering yester
day's chicken from under fly-specked glass.
And the cries of those left behind: "There he
goes! There goes Willie Burk!" Horatio Alger in
reverse. he thought sadly.
.
The next morning he awoke to the thunder
o~s world of redevelopment. Neighborhood

explosions gnawed at his eardrums. Jac
khammers danced through concrete and a
steel ball harpooned the tenement across the
street with a sickening crunch. Willie Burk felt
sick. The calendar told him he was a day older.
The pitter patter of little feet between the walls
told him that even the rats were moving out.
He reached for the phone ar:id dialed sav
agely, each digit emblazoned in his mind. The
cold plastic In his hand remained silent. " Hello.
hello.'
Nothing.
Thumbing through a pile of unpaid bills atop
the refrigerator. he found the final notice. Who
cared if she couldn't open the mail. he thought.
or cook or that she didn't want a baby because
it would ruin her figure? Who cared if she
thought an air conditioned office would give
her pneumonia? Or whether she needed fif
teen hours sleep a day? She was such a pretty
girl and was not such childlike selfishness
borne of the angels?
The building shuddered and a cloud of dust
pushed against the kitchen window as Willie
Burk dressed quickly, carefully. taking stock.
The stranger in the mirror stared back at him.
all that he was compared to that which he was
not: the nursery school graduate turned failure.
the spoiled rebel without a rebellion. the High
Flyer grounded by financial crosswinds. He be
longed not of the slums. he told himself, but of
the suburbs: homes with oscillating sprinklers.
dull Sunday sermons and lacquered brass
doornobs.
From the corner drugstore he dialed again.
decisively. hopefully. viewing the sad image of
the young man no longer young looking back
over his shoulder in the grimy reflection of the
phone booth. A far off voice answered. Willie
Burk spoke loudly. "This is Willie Burk. Let me
speak to my uncle. Charlies Butterworth."
" WHAT THE HELL DO YOU WANT. WILLIE
BURK?"
The voice stunned him like a blow across the
skull. Willie Burk held the receiver cautiously
away from his ear. balancing it between thumb
~nd forefinger. " I want advice sir," he heard
himself reply mournfully.
" Is that all you want?" I've got you . I've got
you , Willie Burk told himself. " Yes sir.'' " Do you
remember where I live?" Has it been that long?
he wondered . " I remember." he said a little too
quickly. There was a long pause at the other
end. "See me tomorrow afternoon at five and
bring a notebook," Uncle Charlie thundered
back and hung up.
The last bus from the city jolted to a halt and
out stepped Willie Burk. Folding an unused
transfer and tucking it carefully in his billfold,
he crossed the street to his uncle's estate.
The door opened before he could ring the
bell. and a butler in t~ils stared down his nose
at him.
" I'm Willie Burk."
" You're expected.'' the butler shot back.
Feeling good abeut being expected, Willie
Burk followed the rigid figure beneath the crys
tal chandelier past the Monets and Gaugins
and into the library lined with rows of tropical
fish tanks. Uncle Charlie and a mastiff sat be
fore a fire at the far end of the room. both
posed as though for a portrait.
. Uncle· Charlie stood up, a man on his guard

if there ever was one . a massive figure i n
double-breasted suit silhoutted against the fire
of Camp Yukopo ko . Fl ick ering light cast
shadows across a face masked with greed and
suspIcIon. He limped to the center of the room .
leaning heavily on a cane as the mastiff re
treated under a table and a piranha backed
away from the glass.
" Write t hi s down. W1ll1e Bu rk'" boo m ed
Uncle Charlie like an atomic explosion. " Time
Is money. You must have some thing that
someone else w ants. Alway s keep track of
poor r~lat1ves but never keep In touch."
Sitting with his spiral notebook balanced on
hi s knees and aware of hi s depreciating
creases. Willie Burk scribbled frantic. absorb
ing the torrent of wisdom .
"Always find out what a man wants before
you commit yourself."
" I need a better paying job. sir, " said Willie
Burk. adjusting his glasses and straightening
his tie. "Frankly. I'm broke."
" A man is never broke. Willie Burk. He's in
solvent. Remember that. Write this down.
Watch your image. cut your costs. Never give
anything away for nothing. never give more
than you have to and always try to take back
everything you can."
And he was married to my father's sister. the
sonofab,tch. thought Willie Burk. scribbling on
frantically to the tune of Pomp and Cir
cumstance from hidden speakers.
Uncle Charlie grabbed his arm. " Come to
the window." he demanded . marching him to
the streaked window panes. The lights across
the river danced before Willie Burk like gleam
ing brass nngs. Uncle Charlie loomed against
the window. " Look through the trees. Willie
Burk. We made that city. We were here first.
before the Dutch. the pollution . the men with
the accents. The historians are liarsI"
" I'm sure of it.'' mumbled Willie Burk. getting
it all down. It was like being back in school
again.
" Wise guy. You belong in a position of
power."
The piranha showed its teeth and the mastiff
growled . Uncle Charlie motioned Willie Burk to
a chair.
The house lights dimmed. Dark shadows in
business suits rolled in a projector and set up a
screen . President Hoover flashed on and
Teddy charged over the hill. In quick succes
sion: the golden wheat fields of Kansas. the
misty Rockies. Uncle Charlie breaking ground
for his first Nitey Nile motel in a college town
with the mayor leering in the background. "It
wasn't easy." shouted Uncle Charlie over the
sound track blaring This is My Country. "I
started out by renting my room to student lov
ers and sleeping on park benches. And I cut
my labor time by turning over the sheets."
The Word FINIS appeared on the screen
and the projector automatically rewound itself
and shut off. Goodbye, thought Willie Buck rue
fully. He wondered whe was kissing her now.
Uncle Charlie snapped his fingers and the
butler handed him a dossier. Over the
background music of The William Tell Overture
Presid~nt Hoover was telling the American
people that the economy rested on a firm
foundation.
"I've been watching you. Willie Burk," said

•

cars to distant properties. He'd inspect night
tables for cigarette burns. put sarcastic wait
resses through their courtesy paces, never
leave a tip and nobody would ever know his
name. There would be the co-eds of courses.
Uncle Charlie's cheap labor from college cam
puses across the nation. He'd lay the English
majors and have them iron his trench coat .
" Go over the flaps again, Baby. There's a trick
to it. Remember my image." And none of them
would know his name.
The chauffeur kept glancing in the rear view
mirror as Willie Burk rose to the top of the
corporate echelon. He had a limousine now
and his own chauffeur in his proper place be
hind the clear. acrylic partition. doing the driv
ing. running errands and keeping him out of
laundromats. The new President of Nitey Nite
Inc. would attend board meetings for Uncle
Charlie. drumming his fingers impatiently
against the gleaming tops of mahogany con
ference tables.
The driver pulled over to let him off. and Wil
lie Burk went up to him with a smile. "I'm in
charge of cutting costs now. How about replac
ing the scotch with a rye?" he said with a wink.
"The quality of the napkins is o.k. We'll leave
them ths same." The man stared at him dead
pan and then jammed his foot down on the
accelerator.
Alone once again in the old neighborhood.
he watched the car vanish around a corner. In
his breast pocket he felt the thin envelope of
his moving instructions and a forgotten letter
from the daily mail. Take care of your teeth.
Willie Burk. said the note from a distant
grandmother. He folded the five dollar bill care
fully and put it in his watch pocket. " For break
fast. for a drink. one for the road. Don't all de
serted husbands get drunk?" he asked the de
serted street. The sound of his own voice star
tled him.
He walked a mile to a cocktail lounge in a
better neighborhood. ignoring the footsteps
behind him . the urge to turn around. The bar
tender was conversing with a young couple
when he entered. Willie Burk ordered a double
scotch that the man served mechanically with
out interrupting his conversation. " You really
want to know what's wrong with this country?"
he asked. jabbing a finger at the air. " Nobody
gives a damn anymore, not really. I've got a
brother who owns a fancy restaurant in Frisco.
You know what he finds in the restrooms?
Sardine cans. Would you believe it? Do you
think anyone really gives a damn? Well do
you?"
Will ie Burk pushed the sour smelling bar
towel away with hls glass . " He's right.'' he mut
tered. ordering again. "Nobody gives a damn ."
A blonde at the far end of the bar smiled at
him. Willie Burk smiled back. Suddenly she
was standing so close that he could smell her
perfume. Nobody gives a damn. he continued
thinking. They don't even care enough to
change the script. W e should all be in the
movies.
"Got a match?" the blonde asked.
Willie Burk struck his last match and leaned
forward. tryiAg to distinguish the outline of her
legs in the semi-darkness.
"My name's Veronica."
'Tm Willie Burk.· he said. adjusting his glas
ses and straightening his tie. Uncle Charlie led
the calvary charge through the mirror behind
th e bar and chased th e re dskin heathens ac
ross the frontier. lobbed off turkey heads and
s ent out wedding invitations in the proper
m anner. He th en dismounted in midair and
landed on a stool next to Willie Burk. Uncle
Charlie ordered a ginger ale and counted his
change carefully. Feeling embarrassed. Willie
Burk tu rned his back.
" Do you have a place close by?" he asked

the girl.
" Down the road a piece. " she replied. rub
bing against him.
He maneuvered her outside and found
Uncle Charlie waiting at her car, an American
flag glinting in his lapel. " Watch it. Willie Burk.
For everything there's a price and you never
even bought her a drink.'' Willie Burk opened
the door for the girl. blocking with his body to
keep his uncle out but Uncle Charlie slipped by
and hopped into the rear seat.
Willie Burk hunched over the rear wheel and
swung the car onto the highway. keeping his
eyes on the thin, blurred line. How long's it
been? he asked himself. How the hell long?
Veronica sat deliciously close . her thigh
against his. Her hand crept inside his coat.
" Never negotiate until you have all the facts."
grumbled Uncle Charlie. Her hands were in his
hair, then brushing lightly over his fly . She
spoke of Love. of her family background and
how she was a writer who had to live Life to
Feel It and look into the very Heart of Man
while tearing away his Pretenses (Wilhe Burk
winced) Oh God there was so much Pretense
yes because to Understand Man and his many
facets she had to Dig Deep and Tear away his
Veil of Hypocrisy and did he Understand?
Nookie! he screamed silently. Voluntary
sexual intercourse! The smog and fog of the
cities would be left behind. They would be mar
ried. of course. to be proper. Well wishers
would toss imported rice. and there would be
no smirking clerks at the honeymoon hotel or
sardine cans in the plumbing. "The bartender
was right.'' he said remembering . "Nobody
gives a damn."
She nibbled on his earlobe. " I don't give a
damn either."
He drove faster. " Watch out. W illie Burk.''
warned Uncle Charlie. "There's been no writ
ten agreement by either party."
Her room was sparsely furnished. pantyh
ose plastered to the bathtub, scented lingerie
. hung from the drawers. Willie Burk sniffed .
Uncle Charlie coughed and backed out the
door.
Willie Burk undressed. She lay panting on
the bed. He shoved a hand under her skirt.
"Here I Stop that!" she screamed. "What the
hell do yotJ think I am? you sonofabitch!" She
leaped from the bed. darted to the closet and
returned with a blacksnake whip. It wrapped
around his midsection and scratched his back.
Willie Burk ran out the door clutching his trous
ers. He looked behind and saw Uncle Charlie
chasing after him with his upraised cane.
He ran across the parking lot. across the
highway and past a No Unloading sign. When
he could run no farther. when his legs were so
tired they were not there. he put on his trous
ers. adjusted his glasses and straightened his
tie. He began running again. Not fast but in a
jog. To get w here he was going. he told him
self. although he knew he w as lo st. To g et
away from the gi rl and Uncle Charlie. fo r the
exercise . . . what the hell.
Up ahead was a bridge with hghts strung out
in carnival fashion. Everything in the dark ness
suddenly became clear and fitted into everyt
Ing else. Above the bridge he saw his star.
waiting for him.
Wi lli e Burk felt the cold steel agai ns t h is
hands and the rivets nudge the soles of his
shoes. As he began climbing something struck
his leg. He turned and stared into the angry
face of Uncle Charlie . " Come down from
the re! '' bellowed Uncle Charlie. lashing out
with his cane. Willie Burk swung a leg free and
kicked his uncle's hat into a fog bank. " But I
like people. Uncle Charlie . and everyone has
an accent. " he tried to explain .
He heard the melancholy wail of a garbage

scow drawing close, on its way out to sea.
Uncle Charlie stared down at it and floated
upto the next cross girder. Willie Burk climbed
higher. ··watch your image!" screamed Uncle
Charlie. ""There·s never been a scandal in the
family!··
There were flashing lights and people run
ning around on the bridge below. Through a
break in the smog and fog he spied a familar
figure . tall and staturesque , looking up and
waving a hanky.
Lon·s voice came over the bullhorn : "Is that
you. Willie Burk? Is that really you?"
The boiling clouds parted and he found his
star again. just out of reach . Willie Burk lunged
desperately and missed.
He lunged again with the smog and fog grit
ting his eyeballs and heard the sigh of the
crowd.
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Windborn Irish cove
your pastel-painted boats
raise sunlit masts and spars
to the morning sky

by Jimmy Greene · ·

they pull against sea-rotted pilings
against salt-crusted gnarls of hemp
groaning for the open sea
and slip their moorings
sails tugged full of sea-breeze
oaken keels clubbing waves
fighting dark currents
they glide past abandoned watchtowers
past lonely granite lighthouses
slipping through churning foam
we cast mended nets
in turbulent waters
the knots were tied loosely
the catch is mangled
where have Eire:s true fishermen gone?
where are her intrepid sailors?
her saints, her martyred leaders?
grandsons of Vikings
these modern-day druids
fouled by staring fish-heads
are ghosts of warriors
floating back to the sheltered inlet
the safety of the calm harbour
they listen as seagulls rail
windborn Irish cove
your pastel-painted boats
rock limply on the waves
ancestors conquered.
by Susan Callan

Heritage

photo by Robert Marcum

white straw
rises from humid fields
releasing august perfume
when did the crop become our mistress?
the smell of sweat on the red bandanas of thousands
rises from the great plainsincense purifying earth's altar
when did we become the sacrifice?
backs bent, eyes down
we continue, chanting
sea chanties known on pilgrim ships
spirituals torn from southern plantations
walking blindly in ditches others have dug
our shining hoes, our scythes
cutting paths near our dirty ankles
we move steadily forward
to primitive drumbeats
we move in mime
mindless dancers
repeating hypnotic patterns learned from our father~ .
slipping into shadows we have known from the beginning.
by Susan Callan
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Maya
The calm, The calm
The palm trees sway
The sand erodes
The image distorts
ideas vanish
All expectation fades
by Mark Albrect

THE ASS
Wistful,
he speaks of
hope to outstride
his despair

We cry out for oneness
And the heavens shake with
sadness at the servitude of
~ one-sided flame bound
in gladness with the stupidity
of a child.
by Mark Albrecht

and separates
a lie of one
without the other
as strict
proportion of
flesh to bone
to exist

RAINDROP
It plummets
gathers critical mass
and spatters his brow.
He wipes at it,
at the debris
reason traces as its own.
by Stephen Nagy

always

MIDRIP

a pace behind,
he cannot
face it.

"It is raining and not raining,"
said the metaphysician.

by Mark Osaki

"Yeh,"
slurred the farmer,
"My boots is almost dry."
by Stephen Nagy

